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LOCAL CALIBRATI ON OF RAIN RADAR
• AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF FLOOD FORECASTING MODELS:
OUTLINE PROJECT PROPOSAL FOR ANGLIAN WATER
Institute of Hydrology
April 1987
L INTRODUC TION
This document presents an outline proposal for a project to develop systems for the
local calibration of weather radar and for fl ood forecasting for use by Anglian Water. Th e
outline proposal has been prepared along the lines of a project brief prepared by Anglian
Water and included as Annex I of this report. Th is brief proposes that the project be
comprised of a "Preliminary Design Stu dy" lasting for 3 months followed by a "Main
Project" which would be completed over a three year period. Consequently, the proposal for
the Main Project as presented in this document serves only as a preliminary outline of what
might be done. It would be the aim of the Preliminary Design Study to fi rm up these ideas
through extensive discussions with Anglian Water and Logica personnel, and to modify them
where nece ssary.
The outline proposal for the second stage is presented in the next secti on. Th is is .
followed by a section on technology transfer which outlines how expertise and soft ware will
be disseminated to Anglian personnel through selected case studies and an extensive training
programm e. A section on computing outlines the com puter har dware and soft ware that II-I
has at its disposal to assist in carrying out the project, and highlights the experience gained
using DEC equipment for real-time data acquisition and modelling applications. The project
team to be involved in carrying out the work is presented next, and curriculum vitae of the
individuals concerned are included as Annex III Finally a provisional indication of the time
schedule and costing of the proposal is presented.
2. OU IL INE PROPOSAL
2.1 General
Th e overall project would be addressed on three broad fronts:
a) calibration of weather radar using local telemetering raingauges,
b) development of techniques for fl ood warning, both model-based and monito r-
triggered,
and c) development of a decision support system for fl ood warning.
Development of the decision support system would serve to bring together the products
developed and evaluated under (a) and (b) to form a facility to assist decision-making during
fl ood events. The system would be capable of providing a range of information derived
from:
a) raingauge or weather radar data in grid square or basin average form;
b) rainfall-runof models and channel flow routing models appropriate to the
hydrological conditions, and inco rporating updating techniques;
and c) monitor-triggered warning procedures based on raingauge and/or weather radar data
The decision support system would  be  menu-and-form driven and make extensive use
of colour graphics displays to communicate information in a readily comprehended manner.
2.2 Calib ration of  weather radar
• Existing weather radar sYstems within the UK employ a small number of telemetry
raingauges (usually fi ve) for the purposes of ca libration. However, Anglian Water , in common
with other water authorities have a much greater number of telemetry raingauges available
which could  be  employed to improve upon this basic calibration.  The  level b f improvement
would be expected to  be • particularly good for the Chenies weather radar, currently employed
by Anglian, which uses only calibrating raingauges outside the Anglian region. Basic research
is required using space-time correlation techniques to analyse raingauge and radar measured
rainfall fi elds for a range of synoptic conditions to develop appropriate local calibration
procedures. This is an area of current research under IH 's research pr ogramme on
"Real-time forecasting of river fl ows" commissioned by MAFF.  The  Anglian project
would draw upon the results of this work, therebY avoiding the need. for the authority to
fund basic research directly.
Even with the implementation of the Anglian radar to complement the existing Chenies
radar within the project time span, much of the Anglian region will lie outside the 75 km
range generally considered to provide quantitatively useful data (Figure 1). Special
consideration would therefore  be  given to the problem of calibration at long range.
Orographic ef ects on the calibration would appear on a priori grounds to be less important
for Anglian than other regions of the UK and may require less attention.
Special attention will also need to be given to the possible use of the 12 telemetering
raingauges located on the roofs of flow measuring huts in the Colchester Division area. Th e
less accurate data obtained on accou nt of their non-standard exposure may have to be borne
in mind if they are to be used for radar calibration. Assessing the merit of a particular
calibration procedure in terms of the . resulting improvement in flood forecas ting performance
will ensure that a useful calibration is obtained.
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F igu re 1 Loca tion and range of existing and proposed weather rad ar in the UK
Th e project would also extend to consider the inclusion of new radar products,
notably FRONTIE RS, into the system for fl ood warning. Dependence of fl ood forecasts on
reliable rainfall forecasts for lead times beyond the natural response time of a ca tchment
make rainfall forecasting par ticularly important . Current research at DI on space-time
correlations of rainfall using weather radar and local raingauges may lead to local rainfall
forecasting procedures being available to complement the lower resolution FRONTIE RS
product.
23  Flood  warning procedures
1Nvo types of fl ood warning procedure will be considered within the project. Th e first
will be based on a modelling approach aimed at forecasting fl ows using rainfall-runof and/or
channel flow routing models. This procedure will include the facility to incorporate current
measurements of fl ow through an updating procedure to improve the forecast's precision.
The second fl ood warning procedure will be based on the development of a simple trigger
alarm system that employs monitored data derived from raingauge and/or weather radar.
Instantaneous and/or cumulative rainfall totals will be related to the risk of fl ooding at fl ood
prone sites. Selection of either type of procedure, or both, will depend on local
circumstances and experience gained in their applica tion within the project period.
A modelling system would be developed as part of the project having a modular
structure which would accommodate a range of rainfall-runof and • channel flow routing
models. These would  be  comprised of models already existing within the Divisions of Anglian
Water as well as those provided by HI Simple transfer function models, non-linear storage
models and conceptual models exist in the form of computer programs at II-1 and would be
made available to the project. Also available are programs for fl ow routing which include
(i) Muskingum-CUnge model, (ii) variable parameter diffusion model, (iii) Nash/Kalynin-
Miluyokov model, (iv) simple kinematic wave mOdel with discharge dependent wave speed
(Jones and Moore, 1980), and (v) PAB (parabolic and backwater ), a new unconditionally
stable fl ood routing scheme particularly suited for real-time forecasting, developed by Todini
and Bossi.
An important feature of the modelling system would be the use of a general river
network structure which would allow its application to a range of river system configurations.
A proto type structure algorithm has already been developed for design applications and this
. wo uld be used as the starting point for developing a river network system for real-time
applica tion. Its modular structu re would permit a fl exible choice of rainfall-runof and
channel fl ow model along the river network. A system of this kind would seem to be the
best way of meeting the project brief s requirement specifi ed in Section 4.1, Annex I, aimed at
meeting the forecasting needs of all Divisions of Anglian Water. The design of the system
would have to bear in mind the dual requirement for an of -line calibration system as well as
a real-time operational system and this may demand implementa tion on main frame and micro
computers respectively.
It is envisaged as part of the preliminary design study that a restricted number of
modelling modules would be decided upon th rough discussion with Anglian staf , and after
an assessment has been made of current forecasting procedures in use by Anglian Water.
Th is will ensure that a realistic target is set ' bearing in mind time and fi nancial constr aints on
the project
2.4 Decision support system for fl ood warning
The set of procedures developed for fl ood warning would be made • available to the
user in the form of a decision support system which would allow the user to access various
forms of information to assist in the in itiation and disseminat ion of a fl ood warning.
Information on forecast fl ows at key points along the river system would be displayed as
colour displays,  as  would information on cumulative rainfall totals as part of a
monitor-triggered warning procedure. Th e system would be able to interrogate the real-time
data base in a variety of ways and display them as tables . and/or graphs. The microcomputer
based system would be menu-and-form driven. II I has recently implemented a decision
suppor t system of this  kind for Thames  Water on a DEC PDP 11/ 73. but for real-time
drought management rather than for fl ood warning (Moore et al., 1986(a),(b), 1987).
3. TECHNOLOG Y TR ANSFER
Following  a  review of data availability  as  part of the Preliminary Design Study a small
number of river basins representative of the range of hydrological con ditions encoun tered
within the Anglian would be selected. Th ese would be used as case studies for model
evaluation and system development. Implementation of fl ood warning. 'systems • for each
division would be the responsibility of Anglian Water. Thorough training in the application
of forecast procedures and the related soft ware products would be given to enable divisional
hydrologists to implement their own divisional flood warning syStems.
4. COMPUTIN G
4.1 Computing hardware
Th e following provide a summary of the computing har dware that is at Hi 's disposal •
for carrying out the project.
(i) PDP-11123 Minicomputer
11-1 has a new uPDP-11 running riRSX-11. The confi guration of this system is:
1 gPDP-11/23 with 1.5Mb of memory, 31Mb of direct access storage provided on 1 •
11Mb fi xed disk (RDS1 winchester) and 2 10Mb RLO2  removable  pack drives, 1 800/ 1600 bpi
tape  drive and a small LA50 dot matrix printer.
A number of terminals are attached to this machine:
1 VT220
1 VT241 colour graphics terminal
1 VT125 monochrome graphics terminal
1 VT100
1 DECwriter IV (printing terminal)
An HP pen plotter can also be attached. File transfer facilities between the PDP-11's
and the IBM 4181 are available.
(ii) IBM 4381 Mainframe
The configuration of the new NERC mainframe at Wallingford is:
1  4381  dual  processor with 16Mb of memory, 15Gb of direct access storage provided on 4
2.5Gb and 1 5Gb disk drives, 4 1600/6250 bpi and 1 800/1600 bpi tape drives, 1 2000 lpm
upper case only printer and 1 1600 Ipm upper/lower case printer.
Th ere are two directly connected  IBM  3179 colour graphics terminals available to IH
staf , one of which has a colour inkjet plotter for screen dumps. A number of HP7475 pe n
plotters are *available as well as a Benson 3 pen drum plotter.
A 8igmex . colour graphics workstation is also available having special purpose hardware
for various graphics  functions.  1Mb display fi le store, 1448 by 1024 pixel display, interactive
data tablet and ink jet printer. (This supports a slight variation of the GKS standard with
all primit ives, segment functions and transformations implemented locally with bundled or
individual attribute handling and full input support.)
(iii) 12S graphics workstation
A new I 25 graphics workstation driven by a Microvax  is  to be installed at 1H in
August. Whil st primarily intended to support remote sensing applications it will be available
for use by the project team.
(iv) VAX cluster
11-I has access via the JANET network to a large VAX cluster at NERC's British
Geological Survey site at Keyworth.
4.2 Computer software
Coniputer software exists on the PDP11/23 microcomputer and IBM 4381 main frame
computer to read at-site weather radar tapes, to decalibrate the data, and to write the data
in either calibrated or decalibrated form to sequentially format ted disk fi les ready for .
• subsequent analysis.
Software also exists to display weather radar images in grid square form as colour
coded rainfall intensity bands. The use of digital mapping techniques also allows the radar
picture to be superimposed with a river network, a coastal boundary and river basin
boundaries. Data can be displayed at a resolution of 2 km and/or 5 km, and as 5 minute
interval "snapshots" or at aggregated time intervals chosen  by the user.  An  example of the
weather radar pictures that can be obtained from this software is shown in Figure 2.
4.3 Experience with DEC cOmputers
• Institute staf are familiar with both the RT-11 and RSX-11 operating systems. Th e
Institu te has been responsible for implementing a real-time water quality monitoring system
under RT-11 and for interfacing a PDP-11 to a real-time data collection system under
RSX-11. Th e RSX-11 system is being used for data translation involving real-time response
(using interrupts) to several devices. Experience also has been gained on a PDP-11173 system
purchased by Th ames Water to IH specifi cation for both water quality and drought
management modelling. *A link between this machine and Thames Water's Ferrant i Argus
telemetry compu ter has been succeisfully established for transfer of real-time data to the
models.
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Figure 2 Weather radar displays for the A nglian region using Chenies weather radar data.
The storm concerned is Hurricane Charlie which traversed the UK on
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4.4 Software implementation
In the event that the confi guration of minicomputer adopted for Divisional application
is incompatible with the range of systems available to IH then EM could be given in itial use
of one of the Divisional microcomputers. Since it will be some years before the new Logica
telemetry systems are fully operational in Colchester, Oundle and Lincoln divisions it might be
sensible for IH to have initial use of a microcomputer allocated to one of these divisions.
Such a strategy has worked well in the past when installing a water quality modelling and
monitoring system for the Cambridge Division of Anglian Water on a PDP-11/23.
S. PROJECT TEAM
The project team that would be involved in the project are as follows:
Robert J . Moore Project Manager
Kevin B. Black Systems Analyst/Programmer
Bryony Watson Meteorologist/Modeller
Jane  Rid ler General support/programmer
David A. Jones Mathematician/Statistician
John G Packman Urban applications
Duncan W. Reed Flood Forecasting applications
The fi rst three named members of the team would be primarily responsible for the
execution of the project. Th e experience of the other members of the IH team, however,
would be ut ilised where appropriate.
The project manager is currently responsible for the MAFF commissioned project on
"Real-Time Forecasting of River Flows" and 50% of his time is currently assigned to this.
This project is seen in the context of the proposal as providing the strategic research on
weather radar calibration and fl ood modelling that would underpin the Anglian Water
application. Th e relevance of the MAFF project to the current proposal can be seen by
reference to the project summary included as Annex H. In undertaking the Anglian project
it is expected that the project manager's commitment to fl ood forecasting research and
applicat ion will increase to 70%.
Curriculum vitae for the project team are included as Appendix III of this outline
proposal. These provide relevant details of the experience of IN staf in fl ood forecasting,
weather radar, real-time data acquisition and software development. In addition three
published papers which relate to work of particular relevance to this proposal are included as
Appendix IV.
6. TIME SCHE DULE, COSTING, AND FU NDING
Work on the Preliminary Design Study could be started by IH as soon as a contract
is agreed. A report on  this  study would be completed within three months of the start date
of the contract A provisional costing for this work is O K.
At this stage it is difi cult to provide a precise estimate of the cost for the Main
Project. However, previous experience in developing a decision support system for drought
management suggests that it would be unwise to undertake the development of a system of
the fl exibility required by the project brief for less than £85K. This lower estimate is based
on the knowledge that basic research required to implement the project will be undertaken as
part of the MAFF commission project on real-time forecasting of river fl ows. Emphasis will
be put on bet ter utilisation of existing flood forecasting procedures rather than development
and refi nement of new ones. The estimate also assumes that Logica would be responsible
for .the design of data structures for weather radar and telemetry data and entry and
extraction of these data would be via Logica 's MCI6 Management Information Interface.
Annex V presents a summary of the general conditions required by NERC to be
included in a formal letter of agreement with Anglian Water.
Finally, it would be prudent to consider sources of additional funds to support Anglian
Water 's proposed investment in weather radar and fl ood warning products. Within the last
year a LINK research initiative has been announced aimed at providing fi nancial support froM
government funds to promote collaborative programmes between the scientifi c community and
industry. LINK provides up to 50% funding, but expects at least 50% of the fu nds to
derive from the private sector. Whilst collaboration between a NERC institute and a water
authority lies in a grey area of . eligibility for funding because of a WA's public utility
designat ion, the role of Logica within the Overall project specifi cation suggests that this
tripartite project would qualify for LINK funding. The resulting soft ware products emerging
from this collaborative programme may be marketable outside the UK and would thereby be
in keeping with the long-term objectives of LINK Preliminary enquiries with the Department
of Trade and Industry were received with considerable interest. As yet no programme area
exists for Hydrological Applications but one could be created to accommodate an appropriate
project. If advantage is to be taken of LINK then Anglian Water, Logica and the Institute
of Hydrology would need to consolidate a programme of work suitable for submission to the
Department of Trade and Industry. Th is might be considered within the Preliminary Design
Study.
Figure 1 Location and range of existing and proposed weather radar in the UK
Kg lire 2 Weather radar displays for the Anglian region using Chenies weather radar data.
Th e storm conce rned is Hurricane Charlie which traversed the UK on
• 25 August 19845.
(a) 2 km data out to a range of 75 km
(b) 5 km data out to a range of 200 km
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41 LOCAL CALIBRATION OF RAIN RADAR AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF
•
FLOOD FORECASTING MODELS
1. Introduction
40 1.1 This project v ill be funded by the Anglian Water Research & Development
•
budget. It has been promoted in the name of Colchester Division but
vill also be of direct benefit to Oundle, Cambridge and Lincoln
•
Divisions who plan to integrate rain radar and telemetry data. Norwich
Div ision do not receive radar data but will benefit from the
•
development of flood forecasting models.
•
1.2 A budget allocation has been made to cover the 3 years commencing
1987/88.
41 1.3 The project v ill be co-ordinated by two Divisional Hydrologists on
•
behalf of the other Divisions, at all times maintaining close liaison
w ith all parties involved.
•
2. Ob'ectives
411 2.1 To develop techniques for the integration of rain radar data with
Divisional telemetry systems (in conjunction vith the Authority's
•
telemetry suppliers - Logica UK Ltd).
•
•
2.2 To develop techniques to produce locally calibrated rain radar data
suitable for a w ide range Of multifunctional uses.
2.3 To use the calibrated data in flow forecasting models which fully
utilise the advantages of rain radar.
40
3. Background 
3 .1 The current situation is that Type II Chenies data (i.e. high
•
resolution non-degraded) is received by Colchester, Oundle and
Cambridge Divisions. Data is displayed and archived on Software
•
Sciences RAU systems based on dedicated Philips P.C. m icrocomputers.
•
3.2 Oundle Div ision also receives degraded Network data, displayed on a
dedicated Logica Vitesse microcomputer.
3.3 A limited amount of historical data has been saved by each Division for
41 events of particular interest. All Divisions have recording raingauge
data for comparison.
3 .5 Lincoln and Oundle Divisions w ill receive data from the proposed new
411 Lincoln radar which is expected to come on line early in 1988.
41 3.6 All Div isions are to have Logica telemetry aystems based on DEC
computers, but the configuration, communications and processing
•
facilities vill vary;
3 .7 Cambridge and Norwich Divisions are well advanced, vith Phase I
commissioned and operational since 1986 .
•
•
•
•
41
3.8 It v ill be some years before the new Logica systems are fully
operational in Colchester, Oundle and Lincoln Divisions. 41
3 .9 All Divisions have existing flood forecasting procedures of varying 41
degrees of sophistication, ranging from station to station correlation
to real-time unit hydrograph models. 41
41
4 . Approach 
41
4 .1 Techniques and procedures to be developed as part of this project  v ill
necessarily have to be very flexible. It is the intention that A.W. 41
staff will maintain a high level of involvement throughout.
41
4.2 The results of the project must be demonstrated on computers vhich are
entirely compatible vith those to be used in the Divisional telemetry 41
systems. The procedures will be implemented as an integral part of the
Div isional real time telemetry systems using the Logica MC16 operating 41
system. Actual implementation v ill be the responsibility of eacn
Div ision although the techniques should be demonstrated on a number of 41
examples representing the range of situations throughout the
Authority. Thorough training of Divisional staff is to be provided so 41
that they can then apply the techniques to their particular
requirements. 41
4 .3 Planning of the project v ill depend on detailed consultation vith 41
Logica and our avn Systems Engineers. For this reason it is intended
to carry out the project in two stages; Firitly a preliminary design 41
study over a three month period folloved by the main project over three
years. 41
41
5 . Prelim ina Desi n Stud To include :
41
5.1 Consultation v ith A.W. Regional and Divisional Systems Engineers and
Hydrologists and Logica U .K. Ltd. to discuss for example 41
(a) The type of computing facilities vhich vill be available in each 41
Division.
41
(b) Hov rain radar and telemetry data are to be integrated.
41
(c) Hov radar/rainfall data and flow data/forecasts are to be
disseminated to remote users. 41
(d) The time scales of telemetry installation and the implementation 41
of flood forecasting facilities.
41
(e) Current flood forecasting and warning systems. 41
5.2 A reviev of data availability (radar, recording raingauges, river flow
etc.) both for the development of techniques nov and for their 41
implementation in the future. Given the three year timescale involved
consideration must be given to likely developments in radar products 41
(e.g. FRONTIERS, non-degraded network data?). 41
5.3 Consideration of problems in local radar calibration particular to 41Eastern England, e.g. the distance of many areas from a radar site, the
low relief and particular climatic characteristics such as the 41frequency of convective rainfall.
•
•
•
5.4 What sort of display for calibrated data is feasible given the
41 computing facilities and timescale, e.g. colour pictures of .Corrected
radar data or simply subcatcbment totals.
11
5.5 What sort of flood forecasting models would be most appropriate. (The
sort of catchments to be considered will range from very small flashy
catchments to large lowland rivers). They should run
semi-automatically and require a minimum of interaction.
ID 5.6 Would it be possible to automatically identify areas of heavy rain
anywhere within a predefined area (e.g. A Division) and to relate these
ID to predefined sensitive locations.
40
6 . Main Project 
ID
6 .1 The main project would consist of developing techniques to achieve
realistic targets which would be mutually agreed following the
preliminary design study. Our preferred approach described in 4.1 and
•
4.2 should be emphasised.
• 6.2 Close liaison between the research body and Anglian Water should be
maintained and detailed interim reports vill be required annually. In
• addition brief notes on progress will be included in Anglian Water's
internal quarterly reports.
40
6.3 It is envisaged at this stage that the main project will be carried out
• as a fixed price contract, that price to be finalized after the
' completion of the design study.
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time drought management system for the Thames Ba s in '. Contract 40
report to Thame s Wate r, Institute of Hydrology , 56 pp .
MOORE , R .J ., BLACK , K .B ., JONES , D .A ., BONVO IS IN , N . (1986),
'Use r guide to the real-t ime drough t management system for the 40
Thames Basin '. Contract report to Thames Wate r , Institute of
Hyd rology , 71 pp .
41
MOO RE , R .J . (1987) , 'Towards more e ffec tive use o f radar data for
• flood foreca sting '. In : Co llinge , V .K . and Kirby , C . (eds ) ,
We athe r Radar and Flood Fo recasting , 223-238 .
41
MOORE , R .J . (1987), 'Comb ined reg ional flood frequency analy sis
41 and regression on catchment characteristic s by max imum like lihood
e st imatio n '. In : Singh , V .P . (ed ) , Flood Frequ ency and R isk
• An alysis , D . Re ide l Publishing Co ., 13 p p .
• MOORE , R .J ., JONES , D .A ., BLA CK , K .B . (1987), 'Risk asse ssment
a nd drought manag em ent in th e Th ames basin '. In t . sem inar on
41 Recen t Deve lopments and Perspectives in System s Ana lysis in Wate r
Re sources Ma nagem en t, WARREDOC Sp ring Meeting , Perug ia , Italy , 1-
• 3 April 198 7 , 16 pp .
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Name o f person :
Nationality :
Da te o f birth :
Profession :
Po sition in firm :
Specia lisation in
firm :
Years with firm :
Key Qualifications
Institute o f Hyd rology
Kev in B BLACK
British
23 January 1962
Compu ter programmer/systems analyst
HSO/Computer programm er/Systems analyst
Compu ter so ftware , hardware and consultancy
6
Systems analysis
* Responsible for design of computer based system s for In stitute
projects .
So ftwa re
* Ab ility to prog ram fluent ly in FORTRAN , BAS IC and various
assemb ly languages .—
* Also experience of PASCAL and FORTH .
* Ab ility to design data structures and software system s.
* Able to use a number of d ifferent operating systems and under-
stand new ones .
* Experience w ith DEC PDP-11, Ho neywell DPS300 , IBM 4381, GEC
4090, ICL and various m icrocomputers .
Hardware
* Ab ility to understand , design and con struct computer interface
hardware .
Education
1978 GCE '0 ' levels : Maths (C), Chem istry (B), Physics (B), Ar t (C ) ,
English Language (C ).
CSE : Geography (4)
1979 GCE 'AO ' level: Computer Science (A).
1980 GCE 'A ' levels: Computer Science (B ), Maths, Chem istry , Physics.
1
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ID
Expe rience
ID
0
1980 One year 's work for NERC Computing Serv ices based at the
In stitute of Hydrology prov iding advice on the use of mainframe II
computers and m icrocomputers for dedicated pro ject work .
Preliminary development of a minicomputer based Water Quality II
Monitoring system for Anglian Water , including data managemen t
and graphical display programs . 41
1981 Became a full time member o f the Institute 's staff (graded ASO) ID
g iving general advice to users and managem ent on the use of
computers . Further development of the Water Qu ality Monitoring II
system for Ang lian Water. Interfacing o f Microdata cassette
tran slation un its and so lid state stores (deve loped by the 41
Institute of Hydrology) to microcomputers. De velopm ent of soft-
ware for the Institute of Hydrology 's site in Wales (PlynlimOn) II
to translate cassettes and stores and list the data in raw and
real un its , using a Commodore PET m icrocomputer . 0
1982 Development of software and hardware to interface So lid State II
Stores to the RML 380Z microcomputers . Developm ent of software to
control an exp erimen tal intelligent water quality monitor for 41
Anglian Water. Development of a serial RS232 interface and
terminal emulation software to allow Comm odore PET m icrocomputers II
to commun icate with computers on the NERC wide area network .
Moun ting a Wa ter Qu ality model for the River Ouse and developn* nt ID
of the 'ufw.t  lutErfEW •-,nd softwz,re for the graph ical presenta-
tion of results on a PDP-11 for Anglian Water . Development of II
so ftware to mon itor a sensor array for an IH project in Thetford .
41
1983 Development of software to list Au tomatic Weather Station data
(from Solid State Stores) on the RML 380Z and Commodore PET
m icrocomputers and to produce Penman-Montieth evaporation
estimates . Development of data handling software for an 41
In stitute project in Syria . Development of terminal emulation
software for PDP-11 m inicomputers . 41
Development of software to convert data from discs written on the 41
BGS Plasma laboratory facility (non standard structure) to RT-11
forma t so that the da ta can be placed on the NERC networked
ma inframe and m ini-computers. Design and construction of a
battery ba cked real-time clock/calendar and driv ing software for
Anglian Water 's PD P-11 minicomputer . Design and construction o f
Plo tter in terface hardware and driv ing software for Anglian ID
Wate r 's PDP-11 m inicomputer . Development of so ftware to monitor a
sensor array on Commodore PET microcomputer fo r an Institu te
pro ject in Amazonia .
41
1984 Promo ted to SO . Development of so ftware for a crop disease
monitoring system for the Food and Agriculture Organ ization (FAO) ID
for tobacco crops in Cuba and Nicaragua based on Apple look-a-
like m icrocomputers . Mounting a Water Qua lity model for the 41
River W issey in Ca mbridgesh ire and developmen t of the 'user
inte rface ' and so ftwa re for the graphica l presentation of resu lts ID
on a PDP-11 fo r Anglian Water.
ID
2
41
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41
•
198 5 Development of so ftware to to hand le So lid State Store data from
m icrocomputers on NERC 's Honeywell main frame and the Institute o f
•
Hydrology 's GEC 4090 m inicomputer . Ma intenance of Anglian
Water 's water quality experimental water qua lity monitor .
•
Co nversion o f RT-11 m enu and form filling driving software to
RSX-11. Setting up o f PDP-11 minicomputers at the Institute of
•
Hydrology and the Institute 's site in Wales (Plynlimon). In itial
deve lopment o f so ftware on the PDP-11 to replace the Institute's
II PDP-8s . Conversion of river Thames flow and quality model fromPDP-11 RT-11 ope rating system to RSX-11 .
ID 1986 Promo ted to HSO . Implementation of Drought Management system on
ID PDP-11 min icomputer for Thames Water , including the developementof a form and menu driven front end fo r user interaction and
ID graphical pre sen tation of results . So ftware to link the PD P-11to Th ames ' real time monitoring computer so tha t live data can be
obta ined for the Drought Management system .
41 Extensive development of software for the replacement of theInstitute of Hydrology 's PDP-8 data translation computers w ith a
PDP-11 m in icomputer running the RSX-11 operating system . Menu
and form filling driven programs for casse tte translation , data
and site management, da ta formatting , data editing qua lity
control and magtape hand ling . Instruction of operators and users
ID o f the system . Co nversion o f Solid State Store software fromNERC 's Honeywell mainframe to the new IBM -4381 mainframe .
Development of software to produce hardcopy plots on a pen
plotter fo r the PDP-11 based water quality mode l program su ite .
1987 Conversion of IH 's Water Flow and Quality model for the river
Tamar for the South West Water Authority .
Development o f a program for the graph ica l disp lay o f weather
ID data for use within the Institute o f Hyd ro logy .
Pub lications
BLACK , K .B . inter alia (1983), "Operational Management o f Water
Quality in River System s" . First report to the Comm ission of the
European Communities on Contract No ENV-400-80 UK (b) under the
Environme ntal Research Programme.
BLACK , K .B . inter alia (1983), "Operationa l Man agement o f Water
ID Quality in River Systems". Fina l repo rt to the Comm ission of theEuropean Comm unities on Contract No ENV-400-80 UK (b) under the
Environmental Research Programme.
41 BLACK , K .B . (1983), "Hardware Documentation for special dev iceson the Anglian Wa ter Quality Monitoring system " .
BLAC K , K .B . inter alia (1984 ), "Models for Ope rational Control
2 Flow and Quali ty Model fo r the River Thames" .
ID
3
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BLACK , K .B . (1984), "User guide to the In telligent Ou tstation
Control Program ". User guide to so ftware written to control an 411
exp erimental intelligent water qua lity monitor for Anglian Water
from their Wate r Quality monitoring system . II
BLACK , K .B . inter alia (198 5) , "Re al Time Drought Management : ID
Pro ject Proposal to Thames Water" .
BLACK , K .B . inter alia (1986) , "Real Time Drough t Management
Sy stem for the Thames Basin" . Pro ject report to Thames Water .
BLACK , K .B . inter alia (1986), "User Gu ide to the Real Time 4I
Drought Managem ent System for the Thame s Basin".
410
BLACK , K .B . inter alia (1987) , "Ro ad fo rd Env iro nmental
Investigation : Tamar River Quality Mode l : Phase 1 report to 41
WRc/SWWA " .
ID
BLACK , K .B . inter alia (1987) , "Risk As sessment and Drough t
Managemen t in the Thames Ba sin". International Seminar on Recent 11
Developm ents and Perspectives in Systems Analysis in Water
Resources Managem ent , WARREDOC Spring Mee ting , Perug ia , Ita ly , ID
April 1987.
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Name of person :
Nationa lity :
Da te of birth :
Pro fession :
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Years with firm :
Key Qualifications
Education
Institute o f Hyd rology
Dav id Alan JONES
British
16 October 1951
Statistician
Senior Scientific Officer
Stochastic hyd rology
9 - perma nent full-time sta ff member
Trained in mathema tics and mathematical statistics .
Experience of applica tion of stochastic hydrology and
mathematical modelling to a range of prob lems.
1973 Bachelor o f Science (Mathema tics) Honours , London .
1977 Docto r of Philosophy (Statistics) , Imperial Co llege London .
Fellow of the Royal Statistical Society .
Member of the British Hydro logica l Society .
1
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1976 to date With Institute o f Hyd rology :
1985
1983 - 198 5
1984 - 1985
1983 - 1984
1983
1982 - 1983
1982
1980 - 1981
1980
1980
1978 - 1979
1976 - 1978
Experience
General consideration of forecasting strategies and trial of a
method for long-term flow forecasting for Thames Water .
Development and application of sto chastic models for fluctuations
in level of Lake Victoria .
Compariso n of a range of models for forecasting flows in
sub catchments of the River Thames and development of a new model.
Study of rainfall records in N .E . Thailand in terms o f the
accuracy of estimation of areal rainfalls and the imp lications of
this for rainfall-runoff mod elling .
Development of simple procedure for mu lti-step forecasting of
seasonal input-output processes .
Development of statistica l techniques fo r analysing non-
statistical models , the parameters of wh ich are chosen
empirically to match availab le data .
Application of a m ixed stochastic dynam ic programm ing/simulation
techn ique for studying control ru les for the Aswan High Dam
formulated to mee t mu ltip le criteria .
Development of statistical techniques for se lecting
representative groundwater monitoring wells .
Statistical analysis for ra tionalisation o f the raingauge network
in the North West Water Au thority area .
Development of a mixed random - and fixed -effects method for
app lication to the relation of annual maximum flood s to catchment
characteristics , making direct use of separate yearly values .
Analysis of flows into the Aswan High Dam . Development of
methods for assessing the fit of, and making comparisons between ,
already established stochastic models for the flows .
1979 Development of a simple non-linear flow-routing algo rithm for
real-time forecasting .
Development of me thods for rationalising existing raingauge
networks by calculating how well po int and areal ra infalls are
estimated from a given set of gauges. App lication to the network
in the Wessex Water Autho rity area .
1977 - 1978 Study of Kalman filter techniques for real-time forecasting , w ith
applications to rainfall-runoff models and flow-routing .
2
41
•
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41
1976 - 1977 Deve lopment of a simple non-linear stochastic model for
•
simulating daily streamflow records .
41 Publications
41
41 JONES , D .A . (1976). 'Non-linear autoregressive processe s ', Ph .D
•
thesis , Un iversity of London .
41 MOORE , R .J ., JONES , D .A . (1977). 'An adaptive finite-difference
approach to real-time channel flow routing '. In "Modelling ,
41 Identification and Control in Env ironmental System s", ed .Vansteenkiste , G .C ., North-Ho lland , pp .153-170.
41 O 'CONN ELL , P .E ., BERAN , M .A ., GURNEY , R .J ., JONES , D .A ., MOORE,
41 R .J . (1977). 'Methods for evaluating the UK Raingauge Network ',Institute of Hydrology Repo rt No .40 , pp .262.
41 J ONES , D .A . (1978). 'Non-linear autoregressive processes '.
41 Proc .R .Soc .Lo nd .A 360 , 71-95.
41 MOORE , R .J ., JONES , D .A . (1978). 'Coupled Bayesian-Ka lm an filterestimation of parameters and states of a dynamic water quality
41 model '. In "App lications of Kalma n Filter to Hydrology ,Hydraulics and Water Resources", ed . Chiu , C-L . Stochastic
41 Hydraulics Program , University of Pittsburgh , USA , pp .599-635.
41 O 'CONNELL , P .E ., GURNEY , R .J ., JONES , D .A ., MILLER , J .B .,NICHOLASS , C .A ., SENIOR , M .R . (1978). 'Rationa lisation of the
41 Wessex Water Authority Raingauge Network ', Institute ofHydrology Report No .51 , pp .179 .
41 JONES , D .A ., GURNEY , R .J ., O 'CONNELL , P .E . (1979 ). 'Network
41 design us ing optimal estimation procedure s ', Water ResourcesResearch , 15 (6), 1801-1812 .
41 O 'CONN ELL , P .E ., GURNEY , R .J ., JONES , D .A ., M ILLER , J .B .,
41 NICHOLASS , C .A ., SEN IOR , M .R . (1979). 'A case study Ofrationalization of a raingauge network in south-west England ',
41 Water Re sources Research , 15 (6), 18 13-1822 .
411 JONES, D .A ., O 'CONN ELL , P .E ., TOD INI, E . (1979). 'A modeleva lua tion framework for syn thetic hydrology ', in "Water
41 Resources Planning in Egyp t", eds I.M . Elassiouti and D .H .Marks , Ministry of Irrigation , Egyp t , Cairo Univ/MIT
41 Technological Planning Program .
41 TODIN I, E ., O 'CONNELL , P .E . (eds) (1979). 'Hydrologica lsimulation of Lake Nasser '. Joint IBM Italia , Institute of
41 Hydro log y Repo rt , pp .213.
•
•
•
•
3
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O 'CONN ELL , P.E ., JONES, D .A . (1979). 'Some experience w ith the
development of models for the stochastic simu lation of daily
flows '.  In  "Inputs  for Risk Analysis in  Water Resources",  eds .
E .A . McBean , K .W . Hipe l and T .E. Unny , Water Resources Publ. Fo rt
Collins , Colorado , P .287-314 .
JONES , D .A ., MOO RE , R .J . (1980). 'A simp le channel flow routing
model for real time use '. In "Hydrological Fo recasting"
(proceedings of Oxford Symp ., April 1980), pp .397-408 , IAHS Pub l.
No .129 .
JONES , D .A . (1980). Discussion of paper by Dr . Tong and Ms . Lim ,
J .Roy .Statist.Soc .B , 42 (3), p .275 .
JONES , D .A . (1980) . 'Effect of number of years o f sample in
regression analyses '. App lied Hydrology Informal Note , No .39 .
JONES , D .A . (1980). 'Regression for mean floods based on varying
numbers of years '. Applied Hydrolog y Informa l Note , No .40 .
JONES , D .A ., DAVEY , J .C ., HOSKING , J .R .M ., O 'CONNELL , P .E .
(198 1). An approach to the identification of representative
wells for monitoring groundwater levels : Repo rt to DOE/IGS ,
pp .87 .
JONES , D .A . (1981). Discussion of paper by Drs. Darby and
Reissland . J .Roy .Statist .Soc .A , 144 (3), p .324 .
TODIN I, E ., JONES , D .A ., O 'CONNELL , P .E . (1981). 'Stochastic
simulation in reservo ir operation - a case study '. Proc . NATO
Advan ced Study Institute on 'Systems Analysis and Reservoir
Managemen t ', Coimbra , Portugal.
JONES , D .A . (1982) . 'Various app roaches to the Sensitivity
Analysis of SHE : a discussion ', SHE Repo rt No .20.
JONES , D .A . (1982). 'Cho ice of objective functions for comparing
flow forecasts ', Applied Hydrology Informal Note , No .65.
JON ES , D .A ., O 'CONNELL , P .E ., TOD INI, E . (1982). 'Risk
evaluation of reservoir operating rules derived by dynamic
programm ing '. Paper presented at IAHS sympo sium on Optimal
A llocation of Water Resources , Exeter .
JONES , D .A ., O 'CONNELL , P .E ., TOD INI, E . (1982). 'Risk
eva luation of stochastic dynamic programm ing po licies using Monte
Carlo simulation '. Paper presented at AGU Fall Meeting , San
Francisco .
JONES , D .A . (1983). 'Statistical analysis of empirical models
fitted by optimization ', Biometrika 70 , 67-88 .
Unau thored (1983). 'A rev iew of the hydrology of Lake Victoria
and the Upper Nile '. Report for Sir A lexander G ibb & Partne rs .
O 'CONNELL , P.E., JONES , D .A . (198 3). 'An assessment of seasonal
stream flow forecasting technique s ', Report for Wm0 .
4
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•
O 'CONN ELL , P .E ., JONES, D .A . (1983). 'User manual for seasonal
• streamflow forecasting using the hybrid technique ', Repo rt for
WMO .
•
Unau tho red (1984). 'Notes on the further analysis o f future Lake
• Victo ria Levels ', Report for Sir A lexander Gibb & Partners .
• Unau tho red (1984). 'Lower Mekong Basin , Water Ba lance Study .
Phase 2 report, Part 2 : ra infall analyses '. Report for ODA .
40
JONES , D .A . (1984). 'Statistical flood estima tion method s - som e
• possibilities for futur e work ', Applied Hydrology Informa l Note ,
No .95 .
ID
JONES , D .A . (1984).. 'A first-principles comparison o f pooling
40 proc edures for regional flood frequency curves ', Applied
Hydrology Informal Note , No .96 .
Unau thored (1985). 'Models for ope rational contro l.
• 1 : Rainfall-runoff models for sub catchments '. Repo rt for Thame s
Water .
41
Unau thored (1985). 'Further Review of the Hydrology of Lake
• Victoria '. Repo rt for ODA .
•
JONES , D .A ., MOORE , R .J . (1985). 'Models for ope rational
control. 4 : Strateg ies for flow forecasting '. Repo rt for
Thames Water.
•
JONES , D .A . (1985) . 'Techn iques for flow fore casting . 1: Long-
term forecasting using chained regressions'. Report for Thames
• Wa ter .
• JONES, D .A . (1985). Discu ssion o f pape r by Drs . Lawrence and
Lewis . J .Roy .Statist .Soc .B , 48 (2), 18 3-184 .
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Curricu lum Vitae
Name of firm :
Name of person :
Nationa lity :
Da te of birth :
Pro fession :
Po sition in firm :
Spe cia lisa tion in
firm :
Years w ith firm :
Key Qualifications
Institute of Hydrology
Duncan William REED
British
19 July 1951
Hydrolog ist
Se nior Scientific Officer
Applied Hydrology
7 - permanent full-tim e staff member
Research hydrolog ist in App lied Hydrology Division .
* Ma nages IH reservo ir flood s rese arch programme .
* Applied re search into improved method s of real time flood
forecasting .
* support and development of UK methods of design flood est imation .
* Operational studies of fen land catchments .
* Consultancy studies of UK applied hyd rology problem s.
Hydro log ist w ith North West Water Authority . Provided a water
resource and hydrological analysis and reporting service .
Research student in Engineering Mathematics Department ,
Unive rsity o f Newcastle-upon-Tyne . Ph .D thesis : Deterministic
modelling of catchment system s .
Education
196 8 GCE 'A ' levels - Mathemat ics , Further Mathematics , Physics ,
Ge ometr ica l & Engineering Draw ing , General Stud ies .
1972 B .Sc (1st C lass Hons) in Applied Mathematics and Computing
Sc ience , University of Sheffield .
1976 Ph .D in App lied Science, University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne .
Membe rship of Pro fessional Institutions
AFIMA A ssociate Fellow of the Institute o f Mathematics and its
Applic ations .
Admitted 1979 M IWES Member o f the Institution of Water Engineers and Scientists
D .W . REED C .V . SHEET 2 ID
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Expe rience
411
1984 to date Supervises three commissioned research projects concerned with
reservoir flood safety , exam ining :
* spatial aspects of storm hazard on reservo ired catchments
* improved methods of design flood estimation
* extrem e rain fall variations in upland areas
1983 to da te Operational studies of land drainage pump ing stations and
catchments . Development and implementation o f pump dec ision
algorithm s for real-t ime control.
ID
1981 to date Consu ltancy studies of a wide range of UK app lied hydrology
problems (see "Consultancy work") .
1979 to date App lied research into im proved methods o f real time flood
forecasting :
* preparation of comprehensive rev iew of British flood ID
forecasting practice
* case studies of flood forecasting problems in Wales , 41
England and Scotland
ID
Support and development of UK method s of flood estimation :
* basic research on rainfall/runoff method s
* p repares and edits Supplementary Reports in the Flood Studies
Report series ID
* teaches FSR method s of flood estimation
1983 - 1986 UK representative to HOMS
* coo rd inated UK contribution to HOMS - a technology transfer 41
subpro gramme of the World Meteo ro logical Organ ization
* exp ert on real tim e flow foreca sting methods 41
1982 - 1983 Chairman of Computer User Group ID
* represented approx . 70 computer users in negotiations with the
computer serv ice organization 41
1976 - 1979 Hyd rologist with North West Water Eastern Division .
Provided a water resource and hydrologica l analysis and reporting
se rvice for the division, including : ID
* operating ru le studies for Lake District water resource system
(Th irlmere, Haweswater, Ullswater and Windermere)
* design flood calcu lations for 13 reservoirs
* liaison on technical computer applications
1972 - 1975 Research student , Department of Engineering Mathematics ,
University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne . Ph .D thesis : Deterministic
modelling of catchment system s , 24 8 pp .
41
41
411
411
2
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Consultancy Wo rk
II
1986 to date Eastbourne Park D istrict Plan (indepe nden t review of hydrolog ical
II assumptions in redevelopment of low lying area) . Jo int study
with Binnie & Partners for Ea stbourne Borough Counc il .
1 986 to date Ke nnet Valley study (flood risk assessment for development
control; flood plain modelling). Joint study w ith Sir A lexander
Gibb & Partners for Thames Wa ter.
II
198 6 Barracks Brook flood study (ana lysis of detention po nds). Report
II to Bryant Homes Ltd .
II 1985 - 1986 Rhyd-y-Car flood study (investigation of catastroph ic culvert
failure). Contribution to reports by Sir Alexander Gibb &
II Partners to National Co al Board Lega l Department .
1985 Low flow forecasting to aid regulation o f the river Wye . Report
and software to Welsh Water Authority .
198 4 - 1985 Garnan t flood study (design flood estimates; land use change
effects). Co ntribution to repo rts by Sir Alexander Gibb &
Partners to National Coal Board Opencast Executive . Preparation
of proo fs of evidence .
1984 Foudry Brook flood study (design flood estimates for develop ing
catchmen t). Report to Bryant Homes Ltd .
1984 Digitising circu lar flow charts . Report and so ftware to Southern
Water Authority .
40 1984 F lood warning system , Dum fries - feasibility study . Report to
Solway River Purification Board .
1983 Wa rminster flood study (design flood estimates for developing
41 catchment , study o f ch alk catchment data) . Repo rt to Lemon &
Blizard consulting eng ineers .
1983 .Estimation o f return pe riod of December 1979 flood peak on Tawe
catchment, South Wa les . Repo rt to solicitor.
1982 Water supply reliab ility studies: the dependence of supply
confidence on peak demand and residual resources and the
dependence of peak demand on climatic fac tors . Repo rts to
So uthern Water Autho rity .
1981 Had low flood study (design flood estimates for culvert
dispute). Repo rt to Southern Water Autho rity .
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Pub lications
REED , D .W ., JOHN SON , P ., FIRTH , J .M . (1975), "A non-linear
rainfall/runoff model providing for variab le lag time" .
J .Hydro l., 25, 295-30 5.
LOWING , M .J ., REED , D .W . (1980), "Recent advances in flood
estimation techn iques based on rainfall-runoff" . Inst .Civ .Engrs .
Co nf ., Flood Studies Report - five years on . Paper 6 . Thomas
Telford Ltd , London : 49-56 .
BOORMAN , D .B ., REED , D .W . (1981), "Derivation of a catchment
average unit hydrograph". Institu te of Hydrology Report , No .71 ,
50 pp .
REED , D .W . (1982), "Real time flood forecasting by
rainfall/runoff modelling - a case study". Report to Welsh Water
Au tho rity , 88 pp .
HOSK ING , J .R .M ., REED , D .W . (1983), Communication on "Development
and operational strategies for water resource and supply
sy stems ". J .Inst . Water Engrs. and Scientists , 37, 72-74 .
O 'CONN ELL , P .E ., BRUNSDON , G .P ., REED , D .W ., WH ITEHEAD , P . (1984),
"Ca se studies in real-time hydrological forecasting from the UK".
Chap ter 8 in : 'Real-tim e river flow forecasting ' (ed . Mo ll ,
J .R .). Agricultural University Wageningen Repo rt No .6 , 218-273 .
REED , D .W . (1984), "A review of British flood forecasting
practice" . Institu te of Hydro logy Report No .90 , 113 pp .
REED , D .W . (198 5), "Extension of the 5-curve method of unit
hydrograph transformation" . Tech . No te 439 , Proc .Inst . of Civil
Engrs ., Part 2 , 79 , 19 3-20 1 .
REED , D .W . (1985), "Ca lculating inflows to Newborough Fen" .
Paper to MAFF conference of river engineers , Cran field , 17-18
July 1985 .
REED , D .W . (1985), "UK flood forecasting in the 1980 's" . Paper
to Lancaster sympo sium on weather radar and flood forecasting ,
16-18 September 1985.
INST ITUT ION OF WATER ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS (1987) , Co-autho red
Chapter 4 : "Flood warning ", in INES Water Practice Manual No .7 :
"River Eng ineering I" .
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Nationality :
Da te of birth :
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Key Qualifications
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ADVANCES IN REAL—TD IE FLOOD FORECASTING  PRACTICE
41
•
R.J .  Moore
41
• Institute of Hydrology
40
ABSTRACT
• Advances in flood forecasting practice have been traditionally
40 achieved through developing improved model structures representing
rainfall-runoff and channel flow routing processes. Only over the41
last decade has the availability of low cost real-time data
41 acquisition systems promoted new research on the development of
41 updating techniques which employ current measurements of flow to
improve model-derived flow forecasts. Several different updating
techniques have been developed for use in practical flood forecasting
40 systems : the relative merits of a selection of these are discussed.
40 Particular emphasis is given to adjustment of the water content of a
conceptual model storage to compensate for the cumulative effect of41
unrepresentative or error-corrupted rainfall data.
40
40 Developments of improved model structures are reviewed with
particular regard to recent attempts to take account of spatial41
variability through a probability-distribu ted model structure, and
• through the use of distributed rainfall data, as measured by weather
radar. Problems of model calibration, forecast uncertainty, and
provision of rainfall forecasts are also touched upon as requiring40
attention in the future.
INTRODUCTION
Flow forecasts are required to provide warning of impending
flooding in order to prevent loss of life and to minimise damage to
property, livestock etc. Advances in real-time data acquisition
systems over the last ten years, and a reduction in their cost in real
terms, has promoted the implementation of real-time systems for flood
forecasting in several  areas  of the UK (Reed, 1984). Implementation
of such systems has required research on the development of flood
forecasting techniques which can be implemented in real-time on a
micro-computer, and which attempt to make use of current information
on the river basin's state  as  provided through telemetered
measurements of rainfall and river flow. The aim of this paper is to
review some of the techniques which have been developed as part of
this research effort, and to discuss their relative shortcomings and
advantages. Some areas where further research is required are also
identified.
FLOOD FORECASTING TECHNIQUES
2
Flood forecasting practice may be advanced through research on
(i) improved model structures,
(ii) improved updating techniques,
(iii) improved specification of input data, and
(iv) improved specification of measures of forecast uncertainty.
Improvement in model structure has been the traditional approach to
enhance forecast performance, and indeed the design of rainfall-runoff
and channel flow routing models suitable for real-time implementation
remains of central importance. However, the real-time aspect of flood
forecasting, with the ability to correct previous forecasts in the
light of up-to-date flow data, received via telemetry , has meant that
the development of updating techniques has formed the major thrust of
research over the last decade. For this reason a selective review of
•3
•
41 updating techniques will be presented first, giving emphasis to those
techniques which have merit for practical flood forecasting
application, rather than on account of their intrinsic statistical
elegance.
UPDATING TECHNIQUES
Updating of model forecasts may be accomplished by
(i) error prediction, where the tendency for errors to persist
is exploited in order to predict future errors,
411
•
(ii) parameter adjustment, and
ID (iii) state adjustment, where corrections are made to
40 the water content of internal storages to achieve closer
ID correspondence between measured and predicted flow .
41
Techniques used for parameter and state adjustme nt are often based on
411 some form of Kalman filter (Gelb, 1974; Jazwinski, 1970; Moore and
ID Weiss, 1980). Parameter adjustment presents a less attractive option
411
for real-time application since variation in a model parameter usually
reflects inadequacy in the model structure, which should preferably be
improved by off-line studies. Adjustment of parameters to compensate
ID for model inadequacies merely serves to track the variations rather
than to anticipate them, and may lessen the robustness of the
resulting forecast. Attention here will therefore concentrate on
state adjustment.
411
State adjustment 
411
• One justification for making state adjustments is that the effect
11 of errors in the rainfall model input will accumulate as errors in the
water content of the stores of a conceptual rainfall-runoff model,ID
which in turn will affect the partitionirig of rainfall into surface
41 and groundwater runoff components. If the contents of the stores can
•
be adjusted sensibly in the light of discordance between modelled and
.
observed runoff, then improved forecasts should result. Convention-
ally , state updating has been achieved through the Kalman .filter.
However, whereas this theory provides an exact solution for linear
models even when the random variations may be non-Gaussian, it only
provides approximate solutions for nonlinear conceptual rainfall-runoff
models. There is therefore considerable scope for developing
empirically-based state adjustment procedures which sensibly exploit the
hydrologist's insight into the physical mechanisms , and are not restricted
in applicability to specific simplified dynamic-stochastic descriptions of
the rainfall-runoff process.
One simple example of a state updating scheme may be illustrated with
reference to a nonlinear storage model, where runoff, q, is related to
basin water storage, S, through a relationship q = k Sm or q  a  exp(y+aS).
In such cases flow at time t, qt, is related to flow at time t-1, by a
nonlinear function f(.), such that qt+1 f(gtPut-b;k om), where ut_b is
rainfall delayed by b time units. A simple state updated forecast is then
obtained by evaluating the function f(.) using the observed value of
discharge, Qt , so that qt+llt ° f(Qt ,ut-b ;R,m). Here the notation t+lIt
forecast made for time t+1 based on measurements available at time t, the
forecast time origin. Note that this adjustment implies that the storage
(the state variable) is adjusted to the value (Ot/k)i/m in order to
satisfy the relation q = kSm.
Adjustment schemes are not so readily devised for conceptual
rainfall-runoff models made up of several storages, however. Recourse may
be made to adjustments having a form similar to those arising from the
Kalman filter. For example, consider a model comprised of two storages
1 2 1 2
with contents St and St at time t, and with outputs qt and qt so that the
total model flow is q
t
= ql + q2. Then the model error,  n
t
Q
t
-q
t'
may be
partitioned between the two storages to give the state adjustment scheme
Si* = Si + Ki (Q
t
- q
t
)
could be replaced by Kt, given by
4
i=1,2, (1)
where Ki is a parameter, essentially equivalent to the Kalman gain, which
would be estimated empirically by an off-line optimisation based on
observed flow data. One possible extension is to allow the two gain
parameters to vary according to the relative contribution of surface
runoff, q1
'
, and baseflow q2
'
to the total flow q • for example K in (1)
t t t'
41 5
41 qit i
Kt = ( ) K i=1,2. (2)
41 qt
41 Clearly a wide range of state adjustment procedures may be devised ,
41
including subjective schemes based on visual interpretation of the
discrepancy between components of model flow and the total observed runoff.
41 State adjustment may also be used to good effect to initialise a model
•
using a minimum of past data, possibly in the event of a breakdown of the
data acquisition system.
41
Error prediction 
41
41
The most commonly used form of updating technique, and one which can
now be regarded as part of established forecasting practice, is error
41 prediction (Moore, 1982; Jones and Moore, 1980). Both rainfall-runoff and
41 channel flow routing models exhibit a tendency for their errors to persist
41
so that sequences of positive errors (underestimation) or negative errors
(overestimation) are common. This dependence structure in the errors may
41 be exploited by developing error predictors which incorporate this
41 structure and allow future errors to be predicted. The essentials of the
technique may be described as follows.
41
Consider that qt 1 is the forecast of the observed flow , Qt4.2., at some
41
time t+/ , made using a conceptual rainfall-runoff model. Since qt44, will
41 have essentially been obtained by transformation of rainfall into flow
41 through some model conceptualisation of the catchment, it will not have
41 used previous observed values of flow , except perhaps for the purposes of
41
model initialisation. i'or this reason qt+1 will be referred to as a
simulation-mode forecast to distinguish it from a real-time , updated
41 forecast which incorporates information from observed flows.
41 The error, ntil, associated with this simulation-mode forecast is
41 defined through the relation
41 Qt x qt+1 nt+1 • (3)
41 If the simulation-mode error can be predicted using an error
41 predictor which exploits the dependence structure of these errors, then an
• improved forecast will be obtained.
41 Let n ti.l it denote a prediction of the simulation-mode error, nt+1,
41 made / steps ahead from a forecast origin at time t using an error
predictor. Then a real-time forecast, qt l it, made I time units ahead
41
from a forecast origin at time t would be calculated as follows:
41
•
qt+/ It qt+51. it+I lt • (4)
41
6 41
41
The real-time forecast error is
41
Et+xit = (444 - qt+J(It (5) 41
41
which, depending on the performance of the error predictor, should be
smaller than the simulation-mode forecast error 41
41itte = Otte qt+z (6)
41
Turning now to an appropriate form of error predictor it is clear that 41
a structure which incorporates dependence on past simulation-mode errors is
required. Thus the autoregressive (AR) model 41
41
Szlt-z at (7) 41
is an obvious candidate, where at is the residual error (uncorrelated), 41
and (0i) are parameters. However,  a  more parsimonious form of model is 41
of the autoregressive-moving average (ARMA) form 41
nt - 01  nt-I - 02
1t-2 - - 0p
n
t-p
+ 01at-1 + 02 at-2 41
41
+ + 0
q
a
t-q
+ a
t (0) 41
41
which incorporates dependence on past residual errors, at_1, at_2, .
41
In general, the number of parameters p+q associated with the ARHA model
will be less than the number z associated with the AR model, in order to 41
achieve as good  a  level of approximation to the true simulation-mode error 41
structure. The ARMA model may be used to give the following error
41predictor
41
01 it+I-11t -02 it+1-21t- - Op it+I-pit 4- 01 ot+/-11t 41
41+ 02 8t+1-21t + + 9 (1 a t+ I — C t s 1 = 1 92 , . . . ( 9 )
41
where
41
at+t -tit
 -i>0=
 
(10) 41
otherwise 41
41
41
41
41
41
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41
41 and at+t_t is the one-step ahead prediction error
41
at+x-i = at+x-ilt+x-i-1 - it+x-i -nt+i-ilt+/-i-141
41
 0 1)Qt+/-i qt+l-ilt+1-i-1,
41 and
41
nt+/-i lt ° nt+/-i Qt+/-i nt+/-i for /-1.40. (12)41
41 The prediction equation (9) is used recursively to produce the error predi-
tions qttlir. nt+2 1t, ...., nt+/ /t, from the available values of at, at..1,
41 ....and it, .
41 Using this error predictor methodology , the conceptual model
simulation-mode forecasts, qt+1, may be updated using the error prediction,
41
itu lt, obtained from (9) (and the related equations (10)-(12)), to
• calculate the required real-time forecast, qt4.1 1t, according to equation
41 (4). Note that this real-time forecast incorporates information from most
41 recent observations of flow through the error predictor, and specifically
through calculation of the one-step ahead forecast errors, at+/-i,
41
according to equation (11). Alternative error predictor schemes may be
41 devised by working with other definitions of the basic errors : for example
41 by using proportional errors.
41
Whilst error prediction provides a generaL technique which is easy to
41 apply , its performance in providing improved forecasts will depend on the
41 degree of persistence in the model errors. Unfortunately in the vicinity
of the rising limb and peak of the flood hydrograph this persistence is41
least and errors show a tendency to oscillate rapidly and most widely;
41 dependence is at its strongest for errors on the falling limb, where
41 improved forecast performance matters least. In addition, timing errors in
the model forecast may lead to erroneous error prediction corrections being41
made (Figure 1),  a  problem which is also shared by the technique of state
41 adjustment. For these reasons it is important that the deterministic model
41 structure is well specified first and foremost.
MODEL ST RUCTURES
41
•
Black box modelling and the systems approach to hydrological
forecasting became fashionable in the 1970'8, motivated in particular by41
Figure 1
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of model timing error on forecasts updated using an error
predictor (perfect knowledge of future rainfall is assumed
for lead times beyond one hour)
•
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the text by Box and Jenkins (1970) entitled Time Series Analysis,
Forecasting and Control. Conceptual models grew out of favour, research
• hydrologists recognising that the more conceptually developed they
became the more parameters they required and the greater were the
difficulties of calibrating the model parameters. The number of conceptual
models available proliferated, most being variations on similar themes.
•
However in the 1980's hydrologists are now recognising the shortcomings of
black box models to adequately represent the nonlinear response of
hydrological systems , and conceptual models are now reasserting themselves  as
useful forecasting tools in certain instances. Indeed the two approaches may
be used in a complementary manner. The transfer function of black-box
modelling may be used to represent  a  storage routing element in a conceptual40
model and an ARMA model may be used as the basis of the error prediction
41 methodology previously discussed for enhancing conceptual model forecasts.
Indeed, the equivalence of specific transfer functions to a number of well
known routing functions, including that of the Muskingum method, has been
established (O 'Connor, 1982). Hydrologists have also recognised the
40 equivalence of the transfer function model to the unit hydrograph of
•
classical hydrology (Moore, 1982). This equivalence will be used here to
introduce the transfer function model, and the relatively new idea  of aID
continuity constrained transfer function model.
Transfer function models
The transfer function model expresses an output, such as model flow qt,
ID in terms of a weighted combination of past outputs qt-1, qt_2, , and
past inputs (eg rainfall or upstream flow), ut-b, ut-b-/, ... where b
• is a time delay. An example is the transfer function model
qt+1 = 6 1qt wo ut wl ut-1  (42 ut-2 (13)
• where 6 1 and  W O  are parameters and the time delay b equals unity.
41 Dependence on past flow means that the transfer function model may be
•
readily state updated by substituting the model flow , qt, with the
ohserved flow ,  (4 ,  'on the right hand side of this equation to give the
updated forecast
•
qt+11t - 6 1 Qt wo ut wl ut -1  + (02 ut -2 •
•
41
10
Alternatively, error prediction may be accomplished in the normal way
via
qt+lit qt+1 lt+11t-
If ut, represents rainfall in the interval (0 ,1) and is taken to
be unity, and subsequently no rainfall occurs, then for an initially
zero flow we have
qo vo  a  0
qi = vl °  L00
g2  E  v2 - w l 6 1v1
93  E  v3 w2 61v2
q4 E 174 = d iv3
95  E  v5 ° 61v4
etc.
Consequently we see that the transfer function model may be expressed as
q t  ° V o  u t 4- V I  U t- 1 4- V 2 U t- 2 .. .
(14)
(15)
where flow is expressed as a weighted combination of past inputs only ;
this is illustrated in Figure 2. The weights (vil are the impulse
response function weights and if  J o  vi - 1 then (15) represents  a  unit
hydrograph with ordinates (vi), where the inputs (ut) are effective
rainfall and (qt) are baseflow separated flows. If the transfer
function is subject to a steady unit input so ut ut+1 1, then
qt g, as t  w , where g is the steady state gain, and from (13)
qw 6 1qw wo w l w2
giving
g E q  = W O  W I 6 3 2  
I 6 1
An alternative expression arises from the impulse response function
equation (15):
CO
o3
(16)
g = q = E v . (17)
w  i=o
Figure 2
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Impulse response function of the transfer function model,
qt - 6 1 qt-1 ut-1 w l ut-2 + (02 ut-3, to
demonstrate the relationship between the ordinates, vk,
of the unit hydrograph model and the transfer function
model parameters, 6i and wi
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For continuity to be preserved we require g 1, which also ensures
exact equivalance between the unit hydrograph and transfer function
model equations for an effective rainfall input. Imposing continuity on
the transfer function model means that
wo = 1 + 6 1 - w i - w 2 (18)
Consequently a continuity constrained transfer function model may be
obtained by estimating 6 1, w i, and w2 and using the above relation to
obtain wo. The continuity constrained transfer function is particularly
useful for channel flow routing where upstream flow may be transformed
to downstream flow using the transfer function, whilst ensuring that
volumes are preserved. Lateral inflow would be incorporated using a
further transfer function between rainfall over the lateral inflow area
and the component of the downstream flow not attributed to the upstream
flow: in this case the gain would not be constrained to unity but would
be allowed to vary as a function of soil moisture conditions.
The gain of a transfer function model when applied to total
rainfall and total runoff is equivalent to the runoff coefficient which
is known to vary as a function of soil moisture. The problem of
defining the effective rainfall, or the nature of the variation in the
gain, as a function of soil moisture (and rainfall intensity), is
essentially equivalent to choosing an appropriate loss model in unit
hydrograph theory. As a consequence the importance of loss accounting
to storm runoff production is shared by transfer function and unit
hydrograph approaches. Most loss accounting methods are rather ad hoc
and inadequate. Primarily on account of these shortcomings, attention
has turned back to conceptual models which maintain a water balance over
time of soil moisture and groundwater storage. Particularly
inappropriate for flood forecasting is the use of loss models which
require soil moisture deficit estimates as part of a unit hydrograph
procedure. These deficit estimates require continuous soil moisture
accounting using rainfall and evaporation data but largely ignore runoff
production. More satisfactory for forecasting purposes is the
integrated approach to soil moisture, groundwater and runoff production
that the conceptual rainfall-runoff provides.
41 13
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Gpnceptual models 
41 Conceptual models may simply characterise runoff production using
a single soil moisture storage, represented mathematically by the41
nonlinear storage model
41
41 4 = a (u - q)qb , (19)
41 which derives from the storage equations q = k Sm when 13,61, and
41 q = exp (y+aS) when b = 1 (Moore, 1983). Here, the parameter
41 a = m kl/m and b = (m-1)/m. The input, u, may be total rainfall,
effective rainfall obtained from a loss accounting procedure, or flow
41 at an upstream location. However , more generally conceptual models are
41 made up of a number of model elements representing different water
41 storages and translation processes operating within a river basin.
Recent research has accepted the conceptual model's inherent advantage
41 over transfer function models in better representing nonlinear
41 hydrological systems , and has turned to improve upon some of their
shortcomings.. A principal problem is the difficulty of model41
calibration because ofthe large number of parameters that are often
41 involved. Further problems arise from the threshold type response
41 functions which are often employed: these lead to discontinuities in
the derivatives of the objective function surface being searched. Such41
problems have been reviewed by Johnston and Pilgrim (1976), Moore and
• Clarke (1981), and Gupta and Sarooshian (1985).
41
41 .Another area of research has been to consider how the lumped nature
of conceptual models may be relaxed in order to incorporate spatial
41 variation in runoff production over a basin. Moore and Clarke (1981)
• showed how spatial variability in point storage capacity over a basin
41 could be represented probabilistically within a rainfall-runoff model,
and in so doing transform  a  threshold model function, and an associated
41 non-differentiable model objective function surface, into  a  probability-
• distributed model function having a continuously differentiable model
41 objective function surface. The essential aspects of this probability-
distributed approach to modelling runoff production are as follows.
• Assume that runoff production at a point is controlled by a threshold
41 excess mechanism, such that rainfall exceeding a given threshold will
41 generate runoff. This threshold may correspond to the soil's capacity
to store water (the storage capacity), or to the maximum rate that water
41
can enter the soil surface (the infiltration capacity). The threshold
•
14
excess mechanism may be represented by
1p-c p > c
1  0 p C c
(20)
where c is the threshold capacity, p the rainfall, and q the runoff.
Spatial variation of threshold capacity over a basin may be described by
a probability density function, f(c), such that f(c)dc denotes the
probability of threshold capacity at any point in the basin being in the
range (c, c+dc). The function F(c) will be used to denote the
corresponding cumulative distribution function.
If rainfall falls at a rate p then according to the infiltration
excess mechanism , only points with capacities less than p will generate
direct runoff, so the instantaneous rate of runoff production per unit
area is
f :  (p-c) f(c)dc  f :  F(c)dc . (21)
Assuming for purposes of illustration that the threshold capacity is
exponentially distributed over the basin, so that f(c) = t-1 exp(- c/Z),
where is the mean threshold capacity, then
q  s p - ( 1 - exp(- p/U )). (22)
In contrast, for the storage capacity excess mechanism the entire
basin will absorb all rainfall initially until the soil moisture
deficits are replenished at some points. Consequently , assuming an
initially dry basin, the rate of runoff production initially will be
zero. At the end of a unit interval during which rainfall occurs at a
uniform rate p, all points in the basin with storage capacities less
than p will be saturated and will generate runoff at a rate p , whilst
the remainder of the basin will absorb all rainfall. Thus the
proportion of the basin generating runoff will be
prob(c < p) = F(p) f(c)de, (23)
and the area contributing to runoff will be
Ac F(p)A (24)
15
41 where A is the area of the basin. The instantaneous rate of runoff
production per unit area from the entire basin will be
•
q F(p) p . (25)
Specifically for an assumed exponential distribution of storage capacity
ID over the basin
•
q = p(1
- exp(- p/E)) , (26)
where E denotes the mean storage capacity. Extensions of these basic
ideas to include evaporation and drainage to groundwater as part of a
10 continuous basin water balance calculation are presented in Moore
(1985a). Application of the probability,distributed principle to runoff
production by a threshold excess mechanism essentially proVides  a  novel
loss accounting model determining the volume of storm runoff for given
rainfall and soil moisture conditions. It also provides a model
40 function which, being continuously differentiable, is particularly
suitable for use with automatic parameter estimation techniques (Moore
41 and Clarke, 1981). The runoff produced must then be routed to the basin
outlet in the normal way using storage routing or convolution methods to
obtain a model prediction of the observed basin runoff. Figure 3 shows
how the probability-distributed model of storage capacity may be used as
41 one model element of  a  conceptual rainfall-runoff model. An example of
• forecasts of flow and soil moisture deficit obtained using this model
ID are displayed in Figure 4. Table 1 provides a summary of error
statistics obtained when the model is augmented by an error predictor.
•
The probability-distributed principle may also be invoked to take
account of spatial variability in rainfall over a river basin. The
distribution of rainfall over  a  basin may be represented by a
probability density function, fp(p), such rhat fp(p)dp denotes the
• probability of rainfall at any point within the basin being in the range
•
(p, p+dp). Runoff production per unit area from the entire basin will
then be given by
f o  f c (p-c) fp(p) f(c) dp dc (27)
41
11 where,  as  before, f(c) is the probability density function of threshold
•
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Figure 3 Conceptual rainfall-runoff model comprised of a
probability-distributed soil moisture storage to effect the
separation of runoff into surface and baseflow components,
and two storage routing components to effect the
translation of surface and groundwater runoff to the basin
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Table 1. Error statistics for the probability-distributed conceptual
41 model of Figure 3, when updated using the error predictor,
41  nva lt - 1.553 fl t+X-1It .616 nt-1 -21t + .427 avil it;
41 hourly flow data for the Mole at Kinnersley Manor, 1 January
to 31 March 1977
41
41 lead time Root mean Mean absolute t % error for
(hours) square error R2 error in peak largest peak
41 forecasts
1 .0048 .998 1.4 2
41
41 3 .0152 .978 4.0 I
6 .0264 .933 18.7 23
41
41 Simulation-mode .0318 .905 18.5 16
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
infiltration capacity. Assuming that both densities are exponential
this yields the following simple nonlinear relation between rainfall and
runoff (Moore, 1985b)
q  4, ,  P 2
where p and E are the mean rainfall and threshold capacity
respectively (Figure 5). This extension to accommodate spatially
distributed rainfall is as yet not fully developed, and its utility for
flood forecasting requires evaluation. However, it does appear to
provide a novel way of making better use of distributed rainfall data
obtained from weather radar. Grid square values of rainfall over a
basin could be used to identify the form and parameters of the density
fp(p) for successive time frames as the storm develops.
AREAS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
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( 28)
This selective revieW has presented a consolidation of findings
gained from recent research, giving emphasis to techniques which have
proved useful in practice, and others which show promise, but have still
to be evaluated fully . A retrospective look at research on real—time
flood forecasting since 1970 shows that, for a time, research displayed
a preoccupation with theoretical aspects of state—parameter estimation,
and an emphasis on statistical model structures, at the expense of those
of a more realistic, hydrological kind. In the 1980's, interest in
problems of parameter estimation have shifted from an emphasis on
recursive estimation schemes of the Kalman filter type, to problems
associated with more traditional off—line objective function
minimisation when applied to conceptual rainfall—runoff models. This
most recent research is concerned with analysing the errors of a
conceptual rainfall—runoff model in a statistical framework (eg.
Troutman, 1985). A detailed statistical analysis of the errors not only
has the potential to give more reliable parameter estimates, but also
19
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.1
• Figure 5 i Rainfall-runoff relationship implied by the
•
probability-distributed model of rainfall and runoff
production
41
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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allows uncertainty of these estimates to be specified , and more
importantly, also allows the uncertainty of the forecast itself to be
specified. The ability to properly quantify the uncertainty associated
with a forecast is clearly of great importance since it allows the
decision—maker to better ascertain the risk of issuing a false warning
or of not providing a warning at all in the event that a flood does
actually occur. Whilst techniques based on Kalman filters and transfer
function noise models apparently provide a measure of forecast
uncertainty , the dynamic—stochastic system assumed is often not a good
reflection of the hydrologic system, neither in its dynamic nor in its
stochastic part. As a consequence, the forecast uncertainty it provides
is incorrect and is often poor in practice, especially in the vicinity
of the rising limb and peak of the hydrograph. Cooper (1983) has begun
to address the problem of assessing the uncertainty associated with
flood forecasts by considering floods  as  quasi—replicates. A simple,
and practical approach to derive estimates of forecast uncertainty,
though as yet undeveloped, is through an empirical analysis of the
errors resulting from the application of the forecasting technique to
historical data (Jones and Moore, 1985). The root mean square of these
errors could be calculated over a range of different forecasted flood
magnitudes, for example, and these used as the basis of uncertainty
bounds in real—time. Other extensions are possible, such as exploring
hcw the size of root mean square error varies as a function of both
flood magnitude and hydrograph rate of rise.
No matter what improvements are made to the structure of
rainfall—runoff models and to techniques for forecast updating, their
accuracy at higher lead times will continue to depend very much on the
availability of good rainfall forecasts. Current practice is to utilise
either meteorological synoptic forecasts, or to construct simple
statistical models based on an autoregressive—moving average structure.
Research results on the use of weather radar and Meteosat cloud imagery
to replace existing synoptic forecasts over the short—term appears
promising (Browning and Carpenter, 1984). Particularly valuable is
radar's ability to portray the pattern of rainfall over space and to
allow the movement and development of the pattern to be monitored over
time. Radar is now seen as a useful qualitative visual tool by a
majority of flood warning authorities in England (Reed, 1984). H owever
it will probably not be before the end of the cu rrent decade that we
will be in a position to establish the true value of weather radar as a
quantitative tool for flood forecasting.
21
41
41 CONCLUDING REMARKS
41
This selective review has presented and discussed a number of
techniques which either have proved useful, or appear potentially
41 useful, to improving flood forecasting practice. The techniques are
41 presented as "tools of the trade" rather than as "standards of practice"
in the belief that the design of flood forecasting systems should
'involve exploratory data analysis leading to custommmade solu tions.
These solutions, as a matter of principle, should be  as  simple as
•
possible, wh ilst providing an acceptable answer to the specific
forecasting problem of concern. A relatively complex conceptual model may
41 be demanded on account of hydrological complexity , or to satisfy a need to
represent flows over the whole spectrum of flows and at  a  range of lead
times. In other situations simple transfer functions or nonlinear storage
models may suffice (Lambert, 1972; Brunsdon and Sargent, 1982).
Flood forecasts at several points within  a  river basin are often required
• and then a semi-distributed model with flow linkages between forecast
41 sites may also be required (Central Water Planning Unit, 1977; Bailey and
Dobson, 198 1). Model structures and updating techniques presented here
present options which should prove helpful in the broader task of
41 developing useful flood forecasting systems.
41
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SUMMARY
•
The question of how radar data may be more effectively used for flood
• forecasting is addressed through first understanding the shortcomings of
rainfall-runoff models, and how these shortcomings relate •to the form of
41 rainfall input they employ . Errors attributed to the rainfall Input are
not only due to inaccurate estimation of basin average rainfall; but also
• to a failure to properly account for rainfall's inherent sPatiel
variability . . .
•
.
It is argued that more effective use of radar-data for flobd forecaiting
• must largely depend on the development of distribu ted models, capable of
real-time implementation. An outline of a simple geometricallyr -
• distritu ted model is presented, together with a novel rainfall-runoff
model, which treats rainfall as a probability-distributed variable, over
• the basin. Both models are designed to make better use  o f  åeather 'radar
data. Updating techniqUes capable of employing flow information . up to the
• present to compensate for the effect of past rainfall errora on rainfall-
runoff model performance are considered: a scheme based on empirical
40 adjustment of the water content of a conceptual model's store is presented
as an attractive alternative to more formal schemes based on the Kalman
• filter.
41 The importance of rainfall forecasts in order to use  a rainfall-runoff
model to provide adequate warning of impending flooding is emphasised. It
41 is in the area of rainfall forecasting that the flood forecaster's needs,
and expectations of radar's usefulness, are greatest. Finally, a more
• rigorous evia m ation, than heretofore, of the benefits of weather radar
data to floOd foreCastIng, carried Out 'across a rångt of hydrological
41 environments, is seen as a crucial requirement for the future.
40
410
•
410
41 Paper presented to the Conference of River Engineers 1986, Cranfield 15-17
July (this is a revised version of a paper originally presented to the
411 Symposium on Weather Radar and Flood Forecasting, University of Lancaster,
16-18 September 1986).
411
INTRODUCT ION
In order to speculate on how weather radar may be put to more effective use for
flood forecasting in the future, and on the degree of benefit likely to accrue,
it is important to understand the major shortcomings of existing flood
forecasting procedures. Comparison of flood forecasting models with different
structural forms often leads to a result which is not clearcut, with no one
model consistently outperforming all others. A threshold of model performance
appears to be reached by a range of rainfall-runoff models. The main key to
surpassing this threshold of model performance is seen to be an Lmproved
estimation of areal rainfall; thus on a priori grounds the likely benefits of
- weather radar appear very promising indeed.
Scope for improvement using weather radar data appears to exist not only
through better definition of the catchment average rainfall used as a lumped
input to many rainfall-runoff models, but also in the better use of the
spatially distributed rainfall measurements that weather radar provides.However ,
the use of spatially distributed measurements for flood forecasting first
requires the development of rainfall-runoff models which are structured to make
greater use of the information on spatial variation in rainfall contained in
these data. The development of such models forms a central theme of this
chapter. An outline of a simple geometrically-distributed model is presented,
together with a novel rainfall-runoff model, which treats rainfall as a
probability-distributed variable over the basin. Both models are designed to
make better use of weather radar data. Updating techniques capable of employing
flow information up to the present to compensate for the effect of past rainfall
errors on rainfall-runoff model performance are considered : a scheme based on
empirical adjustment of the water content of a conceptual model's stores is
presented as an attractive alternative to more formal schemes based on the
Kalman filter.
In the concluding sections the case is argued for a more rigorous
evaluation than heretofore of the benefits of weather radar data to flood
forecasting, carried out across a range of hydrological environments: such an
evaluation is seen as a crucial requirement for the future .
INFLUENCE OF RAINFALL ERRORS ON RAINFALL-RUNOFF MODEL FORECASTS
Consideration needs to be given first to the effect on rainfall-runoff
model performance of error-corrupted rainfall measurements, either in the form
of at-a-point measurement errors or through the failure of a model to take
account of the distributed nature of rainfall. This serves to clarify both the
potential value of radar-derived measurements of rainfall to flood forecasting,
and the implications of their error-corrupted nature to rainfall-runoff model
design. It is important to understand the influence of these errors on
rainfall-runoff model performance if an appreciation of the potential value of
distributed radar rainfall data is to be gained. The following examines the
relation of model structure to rainfall input errors, and the error introduced
by using a lumped, areal average , rainfall input.
Effect of the structural  form of the model
The effect of errors on rainfall measurements used as input to a rainfall-runoff
model will depend on the model's structural form. Singh and Hoolhiser (1916)
demonstrate how a nonlinear rainfall-runoff model tends to amplify the errors so
that a linear model calibrated on data simulated from a nonlinear model and
using exact rainfall may perform better than the true nonlinear model when the
41
41
rainfall input is error-corrupted. Singh (1977) demonstrates that even if
41 rainfall is exactly known, the errors introduced in conversion to rainfall
excess may mean that a linear routing model outperforms a nonlinear one. The
41 simulation results of Singh and Woolhiser provide a persuasive reason for usinglinear models; however, experience using actual data suggests that in many
41 circumstances nonlinear models provide improved performance, presumably because
amplification of errors by nonlinear models is less deleterious than the use of
41 a linear model to represent the nonlinear rainfall-runoff process in these
situations. Weather radar's shortcoming in not always providing reliable
•
quantitative measurements of rainfall (Collier et al, 1983), and the need for
robust flood forecasts, may mean that linear models might be preferable in some
41 cases .
•
Effect of using lumped, areal average, rainfall
41 Basin average rainfall estimated by a single raingauge measurement or as anaverage of measurements from a small number of raingauges will have a greater
41 variance than rainfall averaged over an infinite number of points within thebasin. This error associated with raingauge network derived estimates of basin
41 average rainfall may be termed a space-sampling error and is a major cause ofbias in runoff prediction (Troutman, 1982, 1983). Its effect is to tend to make
41 the rainfall-runoff model overpredict large events and underpredict small
events. In practice this bias is compensated for by calibrating the
41 rainfall-runoff model by least squares using the raingauge network derived areal
estimates of rainfall. However, if a model is calibrated in this way , and then
40 used operationally for flood forecasting using radar-derived areal average
rainfalls, there will be a tendency to underpredict l arge events and overpredict
41 small events, on account of the lesser variability of the radar-derivedestimate. This serves to emphasise the importance of calibrating
41 rainfall-runoff models using the data source which is to be used in real-time .In the event of a weather radar malfunctioning, it would be desirable to switch
41 to the use of telemetering raingauges and  a  rainfall-runoff model specificallycalibrated using data from these gauges. Ideally a flood warning system should
41 accommodate  a  range of model calibrations appropriate to each possibleconfiguration of raingauge and radar measurements of rainfall, thereby catering
for all possible scenarios of data availability.41
41 THE POTENTIAL VALUE OF WEATHER RADAR DATA
41 Moore (1977) investigated the effect of using several raingauges located in and
41 around a basin  as  inputs to a multiple-input transfer function model; data fromup to  six  raingauges in the vicinity of the small (33 .9 km2) Hirnant basin in
41 North Wales, were employed. The inclusion of more than two gauges, either asseparate inputs or  as  a single average value, failed to improve forecasts of
41 hourly flows. It .was argued that  a  gauge, or set of gauges, should not bechosen for use in flood forecasting in terms of how well it estimates the basin
average rainfall, but rather on the .strength of its association with observed41 river flows. Siting of a single gauge in the vicinity of the contributing area
41 of storm runoff (for example, located near the basin outlet) could be superiorfor flood peak forecasting than a dense network designed to obtain a good
estimate of the basin average rainfall. This argument can be forwarded to41 suggest that only radar grid square estimates of rainfall located in the area
41 contributing to the flood hydrograph rising limb and peak be used for floodforecasting. Observed flows may be used in a forecast updating algorithm to
41 compensate for forecast errors on the falling limb, where flows originate fromrain falling on more distant parts of the basin. Research leading to a
prescription for rainfall measurement requirements for real- time flood41
forecasting systems , which takes into account the complementary role of
r a da r - de r i ve d  and gauge estimates of rainfall, is seen as a need for the future.
Storm movement
Weather radar data may be of most value when storm movement across a basin
exerts a strong influence on the form of the resulting flood hydrograph. Hamlin
(1983) presents the results of Bramley's work on simulating a storm hydrograph
by moving a fictitious storm cell across a basin. The effect of sampling
rainfall from the storm cell by a varying number of point raingauges is
investigated and shown to result in large errors in the timing and volume of the
hydrograph peak . In such situations, the rainfall pattern obtained from weather
radar could be very useful in ameliorating the errors incurred by inadequate
sampling of the rainfall field by a sparse raingauge network. However, this
would depend on the availability of a  d i s t r i bu t e d  rainfall-runoff model to fully
utilise the weather radar data, and on the accuracy of the weather radar data.
Ngirane-Katashaya and Wheater (1985) also demonstrate the importance of storm
movement on flood peak generation through simulation experiments on a synthetic
urban catchment. Niemczynowicz (1984), in a comprehensive investigation of the
areal and dynamic properties of rainfall and its influence on runoff production,
illustrates the importance of catchment shape and orientation relative to the
direction of storm movement: greater peak discharges result from long, narrow
basins orientated in the prevailing storm direction. Weather radar data may
therefore be expected to be of greatest value on such basins, if used as input
to a model which is distributed in form; the development of such models will be
discussed later.
DISTR IBUTED MODELS FOR REA L-TIME FLOOD FORECASTING USING GRID SQUARE WEATHER
RADAR DATA
With the increasing availability of radar-derived rainfall data for use in
operational flood forecasting, the hydrologist has an obligation to make the
best use of such data through the development of distributed models capable of
real- time implementation. Such models would have the potential to overcome the
poor performance of lumped rainfall-runoff models in situations where spatial
non-uniformity of rainfall and storm movement are important, as previously
d i s c u s s e d .  Whilst physics-based models (Abbott et al, 1978; Morris, 1980) are
d i s t r i bu t e d  in three dimensions, with changes in water content with depth being
modelled through solution of the equations of Richards and Boussinesq, there is
scope for development of simple  d i s t r i bu t e d  models which lump the depth
dimension, for example into soil- and ground-water components; these models
should be capable of implementation in real-time on a continuous basis whilst
making better use of the  d i s t r i bu t e d r a d a r - d e r i ved  rainfall data. The most
common approach is to sub-divide a basin into sub-catchments and channel
segments, and use lumped rainfall-runoff models to forecast sub-catchment
flows. This approach was used as part of the Dee Weather Radar Project (Central
Water Planning Unit, 1977). Figure 1 shows how the subcatchments were
approximated by the 2 km radar grid in order to derive subcatchment average
rainfalls from the radar grid square values. Considerable loss of information
on spatial variability may be incurred depending on the relative magnitudes of
subcatchments and radar grid squares, and the degree of rainfall variability
experienced over the subcatchment. A simple, alternative scheme, would be to
represent each radar grid square by some form of transfer function or nonlinear
storage model, and obtain the basin flow response by combining their  i n d i vi du a l
responses, after being shifted in time in relation to their distance from the
basin outlet (possibly also including slope information to better approximate
time of travel). A similar scheme could be used to forecast lateral inflow to a
channel flow routing model. An example of where a grid square model has been
-5-
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used with radar data is presented by Anderl et al (1976): an effective rainfall
separation and time shift at each grid square is followed by routing of the 41
combined flows through two unequal reservoirs. This model is shown to provide
more accurate forecasts with radar data  as  input than the use of spatially 41interpolated estimates, derived using data from a regular raingauge network .
The value of adopting  a  more distributed model would, of course, depend on the 41
number of radar grid squares encompassed by the basin, and might be expected to
be of greatest value in parts of the world where flood forecasts are required 41for larger basins than those found in the United Kingdom .
A probability-distributed model of rainfall  and runoff  production for use with
.  weather radar data
Instead of developing a geometrically-distributed model of basin runoff, an 41attractive compromise would be to utilise the information on spatial variability
of rainfall provided by weather radar to define a spatial distribution function 41
of rainfall, and to incorporate this into  a  rainfall-runoff model. Thus the
mean rainfall used in a lumped model, is replaced by a spatial distribution of 41
rainfall, characterised not only by its mean but by the form of variability
about this mean. Whilst the geometric pattern of rainfall over space is 41discarded in this compromise approach, information on the frequency of
occurrence of rainfall of given magnitudes over the catchment is retained. We 41
will now discuss how this spatial frequency information may be incorporated into
a rainfall-runoff model. 41
Consider that runoff production at a point  is  controlled by a simple excess 41
mechanism, so that rainfall above a given value becomes runoff. This excess
mechanism may be due to the soil not allowing water to enter the soil above some 41
m a x im u m rate (the infiltration capacity), or due to the soil having  a  limited
capacity to store water (the storage capacity). Mathematically this may be 41
represented by
41I p - c p > c
q = ( 1 ) 410 p C
41
where c is the threshold capacity, p the rainfall, and q the runoff. The
spatial variation of rainfall and threshold capacity over the basin may be 41
considered as  a  bivariate probability density function, f(p,c), such that
f(p,c)dpdc denotes the probability of rainfall and capacity at any point in the 41basin being in the range (p,pfdc) and  (c,c+dc).  It is reasonable to assume that
p and c are independent random variables with density functions fp(p) and 41fc(c), so that f(p,c)  a  fp(p)fc(c); p and c will be used to denote the
mean rainfall (the expected value of p) and the mean capacity respectively . 41
According to the point description of runoff production specified by Eq. (1) it
follows that runoff production from the entire basin will be given by 41
Q = 1 fac' (p-ofp(ofeodpdc . (2) 41
Some algebra leads to the result 41
-
41
Q a P  f o  (1-Pp(P))(1-Pc(p))dP (3)
41
41
41
41
41
41
where Fp(p) is the distribution function of rainfall, indicating the
•
proportion of the basin where rainfall is less than p, and Fc(p) is the
distribution function of capacity , indicating the proportion of the basin where
the capacity of the soil to take up water is less than p. For ease of
illustration, we will assume the density functions to be exponential, so that
40 Fp(p)  a  1 - exp(-p/p) (4a)
• Fc(p) = 1 - exp(-p/E) . (4b)
Then
•
Q a  17. - f :  expl-p(! + 1) }dp (5)
P E
• which leads to the simple relation
;2Q  I (6)
•
p+E
This result shows how basin runoff changes with mean rainfall for given mean
• soil absorption capacities under the assumption that the variation of rainfall
and capacity over the basin is exponential. Figure 2 shows the form of this
relation, and in particular how basin runoff is increased when rainfall and
capacity is no longer assumed constant over the basin (when Q  c Top- C)  but vary
• exponentially (when  Q = P2/ (P+C) ) .  The approach may be developed further to
give a new type of rainfall-runoff model, either based on a storage capacity
excess mechanism generating saturation overland flow or on an infiltration
capacity excess mechanism producing Hortonian overland flow , and incorporating
groundwater and channel translation components. The inclusion of rainfall
variability into the above model development represents a new advance on the
• probability-distributed rainfall-runoff models recently reviewed and extended by
the author (Moore, 1985).
This new approach would utilise grid values of radar-derived rainfall to
• identify a suitable parametric form for the density function, fp(p), and at
each time frame would use the grid data to estimate the function's
40 parameter(s). For example, the average of the grid square values would be used
to estimaty the mean basin rainfall, p, specifying the exponential density ,
• fp(p)  c V  exp(-p/p); a new estimate of p would be obtained at each time
frame in order to calculate basin runoff. Histograms of hourly rainfall
40 amounts, derived from radar measurements presented on a 12 x 10 radar grid (5 km
square grisq located north-west of Birmingham airport and extending over an area
• of 3,000 kml, are presented in Figure 3. These suggest that a simple
exponential density function may indeed be adequate. A theoretical
• justification for rain falling on equally divided small cell regions having an
exponential distribution is given by Matsubayashi et al (1984), and empirical
II confirmatory evidence is provided using a dense network of raingauges in the
vicinity of Nagoya City , Japan. As the size of the cell increases, the
II distribution is shown to change to gamma and then Gaussian form.
•
•
•
•
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The probability-distributed model of rainfall and soil water capacity is seen as
presenting a novel way of making greater use of spatially distributed weather
radar data without resorting to the complexity of a geometrically distributed
rainfall-runoff model. However, its practical utility remains to be assessed.
VALUE OF RADAR RAINFALL DATA IN CHANNEL FLOOD ROUTING MODELS
In circumstances where flood warning is to be provided at a point downstream of
two or more streamflow gauging stations, then the flood forecasting model will
usually consist of both channel routing and rainfall-runoff components. In
Consider the problem of constructing a flow forecasting strategy for the simple
river basin depicted in Figure 15.4(a). The straightforward approach would be
to construct a model relating the downstream flag at time t, qt , to the sum of
two components, one attributed to the influence of the upstream flow , qt, and
the other due to lateral inflow from the internediate catchment area; Figure
15.4(b) presents a schematic of the model structure where rainfall, pt, over
the lateral inflow area is assumed to be derived from a sparse raingauge
network . The component of the flow forecast deriving from the influence of the
lateral inflow will be expected to account for most of the errors in the total
forecast because of errors in the gauge-derived areal rainfall estimate, and the
greater difficulty of modelling the rainfall-runoff process compared to
modelling the channel flow routing process. Indeed, an improved forecast may
result from omission of the rainfall information altogether, using instead the
upstream flow , qt, as input to a channel flow routing model which does not
preserve continuity, but amplifies the upstream flow volume to that of the
downstream flow to be forecast. This would be done in the belief that upstream
flow is more representative of flow from the ungauged area contributing lateral
inflow than forecasts from a rainfall-runoff model using error-corrupted
rainfallmeasurements over the ungauged area as input.
Even if the forecast from a model which includes the raingauge data is superior
in an average sense, it may not be preferred on account of its lack of
"robustness". Here we mean that a model lacks robustness if it can give rise
occasionally to very spurious forecasts on account of errors, in this case due
to the use of point gauge measurements to estimate areal rainfall. In such
circumstances, radar data may be expected to provide more robust forecasts from
rainfall-runoff models than would be obtained from a sparse raingauge network,
especially in areas experiencing high spatial variability in rainfall. An
argument based on lack of robustness has been used to exclude raingauge
measurements from a procedure developed to forecast inflow to a reservoir
located in the tropics,where rainfall is spatially highly variable and
raingauges are few; forecasts were required to be robust since they were to
assist in the control of a reservoir in order to mitigate flooding downstream.
In such circumstances radar-derived rainfall data may be expected to provide
more robust information on lateral inflow variation than can be provided by
at-a-point raingauge measurements.
THE ROLE OF UPDATING METHODS r e COMPENSATING FOR RAINFALL ERRORS
The degradation of rainfall-runoff model performance by error-corrupted rainfall
input data may be compensated for in real-time through updating techniques which
incorporate current measurements of flow at the forecast location. Updating may
be accomplished by (i) error prediction, where the temporal persistence of model
errors is used to predict future errors, (ii) parameter adjustment, and (iii)
(a) Basin form
q,
cc
(b) Model structure
Figure 4 A flood forecasting model incorporating a continuity-preserving
channel flow routing model and  a  rainfall-lateral inflow model
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state adjustment, where corrections are made to  the water content of internal
storages to achieve accordance with observed flows. Reviews of these techniques
are presented in Reed (1984) and Moore (1983). Error prediction may now be
regarded as an established technique which is easy to implement (Moore, 1982;
Jones and Moore, 1980); however, its benefit is often least in the vicinity of
the hydrograph peak where model errors display least temporal persistence .
Parameter adjustment, accomplished usually by techniques based on the Kalman
filter  (Jazwinski,  1970), appears to be  a less  attractive option for real-time
application since parameter variation usually reflects an inadequate model
structure, which can be improcved by off-line studies. State adjustment is seen
as a promising area for further research, and is of the most relevance to the
problem of error-corrupted rainfall measurements. The effect of errors in
rainfall accumulate as errors in the water contents of stores making up  a
conceptual rainfall-runoff model, and in turn contribute to the errors incurred
in forecasting the flood hydrograph through incorrect partitioning of rainfall
exact solution for linear systems even when the random variations may be
non-Gaussian, only approximate solutions may be obtained for nonlinear
conceptual rainfall-runoff models. There is considerable scope for developing
empirical state updating schemes, which exploit the hydrologist's understanding
of the physical mechanisms operating. These schemes use the model error, c, to
adjust the set of model store contents (the state variables): for example, the
soil water  store content, SI, and the groundwater store content, S2• The
adjustment chosen might be of the familiar Kalman filter form
S* = S + K e i=1,2,
THE HYDROLOGICAL USE OF RADAR DERIVED FORECASTS OF RAINFALL
EVALUATING RADAR-DERIVED RAINFALL FOR FLOOD FORECASTING
(7)
but the gains KI and K2 would be derived empirically through optimisation.
Dependence of K1 and K2 on measured discharge or on the model flow
components could also be incorporated in physically sensible ways into this
empirical state updating scheme. Whilst not removing the need for accurate
rainfall measurements up to the present and forecasts of rainfall in the future,
state adjustment provides  a  mechanism for compensating for the effect of past
error-corrupted rainfalls on the internal states of the model which affect the
important separation of rainfall into its storm and baseflow runoff components.
Perhaps the most serious shortcoming of rainfall-runoff models for flood
forecasting is their dependence on the availability of rainfall forecasts in
order to forecast flows at lead times beyond the natural time lag of the
catchment. Radar's ability to portray the pattern of rainfall over space and to
allow the movement and the development of the pattern to be monitored over time
give rise to high expectations of radar's value for rainfall forecasting.
Methods which have been developed for rainfall forecasting using weather radar
are largely based on displacement of the radar-derived grid square estimates so
as to maximise some measure of association with values obtained at subsequent
time  frames; examples are provided by Austin and Bellon (1974) in the USA , by
Hill et al (1977) in the UK, and Yoshino (1985) in Japan. The hydrologist still
awaits refinements to these techniques, studies evaluating their worth for flood
warning, and their provision in real-time for use in operational flood warning
and reservoir control schemes.
Having discussed some ways in which weather radar might be more effectively used
for flood forecasting, a re-evaluation of the benefit of radar relative to
conventional raingauge networks  is  called for which incorporate these ideas. An
-13-
evaluation framework for assessing the value of radar-derived rainfall data for
flood forecasting may take two forms. The indirect approach is to assess the
weather radar's ability to estimate areal average rainfall, a quantity often
ID stated as a requirement for data input to lumped rainfall-runoff models. An
assessment of this type is problematic due to the lack of "truth data". The
expensive solution of comparing radar estimates of areal rainfall with estimates
derived from a special dense network of recording raingauges has been used in
•
the past, for example as part of the Dee Weather Radar Project (Central Water
Planning Unit, 1977; Harrold et al, 1974). A more satisfactory evaluation in
41 terms of radar's value specifically for flood forecasting would be based on a
direct assessment of the forecasting performance it provides relative to that
obtained from the use of data from recording raingauge networks of differing
density and configuration. Given the earlier discussion of the effect of
ID rainfall input errors on rainfall-runoff model performance, it would clearly be
necessary to calibrate models using both sources of data in order to achieve a
fair comparison. Special consideration would also need to be given to the
rainfall- runoff model structures to be used since these would influence the
• final outcome: in particular, models which fully exploit the spatial nature of
radar-derived rainfall data should be included. To achieve a fair comparison
• with data derived from a raingauge network , techniques of spatial interpolation
using raingauge data would need to be employed in order to provide data input to
•
grid square distributed models used in the evaluation (Anderl et  al,  1976;
Bastin et al, 1984). For the results of the evaluation to have any credibility,
41 a reasonably large number of flood events would be needed for calibration,
together with a further set of events for use in an independent model
4 0 evaluation. The evaluation should also be carried out for a range of catchments
of differing hydrological character, in order to construct guidelines for
weather radar's utility across a range of hydrological situations. In
particular, the intense and localised nature of rainfall in seml-arid regions of
41 the world provides a strong a priori argument in favour of weather radar, as
opposed to gauge-based, rainfall measuring networks for use in flood
410 forecasting, but this has yet to be demonstrated in practice. At present no
rigorous direct evaluation across a range of hydrological environments has been
411 made, and indeed the data base to support such a comparison is still not
available. Such an evaluation is clearly a crucial requirement for the future.
ID
•
CONCLUSION
Collier (1984) provides a cogent summary of the present state-of-the-art in the
•
use of radar rainfall data for flood forecasting. He states that "..it is still
not clear whether the accuracy quoted in the literature can be reproduced
41 consistently in  a  fully operational system, or indeed whether that accuracy is
acceptable for real-time flood forecasting. There have been few , if any ,
reports describing radar systems which make quantitative measurements
continuously (24 hours per day) over a long period during which data have been
supplied direct to hydrological and meteorological users." This points to a
future requirement for a more extensive evaluation of flood forecasting
performance based on radar rainfall data and the need for continuous intra-storm
data sets on which to base such an appraisal. However there is also a
requirement for the hydrologist to develop real-time flood forecasting
techniques which make full use of the spatially distributed picture of rainfall
ID that radar provides, and which compensate for its variable precision. The
present paper has made some suggestions as to how this development might
proceed.
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RISK ASSESSMENT AND DROUGHT MANAGEME NT IN THE THAMES BASIN
•
RJ . Moore, DA . Jones and K B. Black
Institute of Hydrology, Wallingford,
•
Oxon, OX10 8B8. England
I
•
ABSTRACT
A risk assessment procedure  is  described for  use  in managing a system of
• pumped-storage reservoirs in the Th ames basin during a drought. Historica l daily rainfall
•
sequences are used as equi-probable scenarios of future rainfalL Th ese are transformed to
fl ow, reservoir level, and demand restriction sequences through the use of rainfall-runo f and
•
water resource system models. Th e risk assessment information required is then obtained
• through a statistical analysis of these sequences. A novel technique is presen ted for
•
incorporating monthly rainfall forecasts, presented as probabilities of rainfall being above
average, average, or below average, into the risk aw snment scheme. Information on current
1 10
hydrological conditions is -incorporated in the procedure through the use of recently observed
natural fl ows to adjust the internal state variables of a conceptual rainfall-runoff model to
•
achieve agreement between observed and model fl ow. Th e overall procedure is accomModated
within a decision support system for drought management which  is  implemented on a
•
microcomputer and makes extensive use of interactive menus, forms and colour graphic
displays. A key feature of the system is the maintenance of an up-to-date archive of
•
hydrometric data: this is achieved through a real-time communica tion link with a second
computer dedicated •to real-time data acquisition via telemetry. Monitoring the reliability of
•
the water resource system dur ing droughts is made a quick and easy task, and the ef ect of
• a change in the operating policy on system reliability can be readily assessed. The
•
information obtained provides valuable support for tactical decision-making within the overall
long-term operating strategy.
•
• INT RODUCT ION
•
About 58% of water supply needs in the Th ames basin derive from pumped-sto rage
•
reservoirs which are replenished entirely by river abstraction, apart from rainfall inputs, net of
• evaporation, over the reservoired areas. Th e ability of these reservoirs to meet supply needs
•
depends primarily on variable river fl ow, given fixed system constr aints in the form of
abstraction licences, reservoir and pump capacities, etc.- Th is paper outlines a proce dure for
continuously monitoring the reliability of the system during periods of drought The
• procedure takes the form of a decision support system designed so that the water resource
• manager ca n explore the ef ect of altern ative decisions on resource reliability over the
•
•
Presented at the International Seminar on Rece nt Developments and Perspectives in Systems
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forthcoming days, weeks and months.
WATER RESOURCE SYSTE M MODELS
The location of the pumped•storage reservoirs in the Thames basin is indica ted in
Figure 1. For water resource modelling purposes the reservoirs are viewed as two separate
systems, namely the London reservoir system and Farmoor reservoir. The latter is located in
the upper par t of the basin near Oxford, and has an operating capacity of 13,800 MI
supplying an average daily demand of 90 MI. More important is the London system of
reservoirs located in two main groups along the lower Thames and Lee valleys: these have a
combined operating capacity of 2045,400 MI supplying an average daily demand of 1,800 MI.
Simplifi ed system diagrams for the two reservoir systems are shown in Figure 2. Th e London
system, although made up of about 18 reservoirs fed via about 12 river intakes, is modelled
as an aggregated system of two reservoirs replenished via two notional abstraction points on
the Th ames and Lee.
A complex set of constraints and operating rules defi ne the behaviour of the reservoirs
and these have been incorporated in the water resource system models for the two systems.
Account is taken of seasonal demand profi les, demand restriction rules imposed during
reservoir drawdown, constraints in the form of abstraction licences, residual fl ow requirements,
pump and reservoir capacities, and rules to apportion water between the two London reservoir
groups.
RISK ASSESSMENT AND REU ABILTTY STANDARDS
A key feature of the operating policy is a set of demand restriction curves which are
applied during drought periods as reservoir storage becomes progressively more depleted
(Figure 3). The restriction curves have been derived on the basis of achieving a target level
of service specifi ed in terms of the frequency with which restr ictions of differing severity can
be tolerated over the long-term. Th is target level of service is summarised in Table 1. It is
clear that, in the course of tactical decision-making on a day-to-day basis, it wil l be often the
case that the apparent risk of having to introduce a demand restr iction will exceed the target
level of service. When this apparent risk becomes high enough it would be appropriate for
the responsible water resource manager to take special executive action. The association
between this critical level of risk and the target level of service is not straightforward:
experience in operating the risk assessment procedure during drought periods is required. It
might be appropriate , for example, to take action if the assessed risk of having to introduce
Restr iction Level 4 Within two months exceeds, say 50%. As an alternathre, the apparent risk
of having to introduce deman d res trictions may infl uence the choice at a tactical level,
•
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Figure  2  System diagrams for the Thames basin reservoirs •
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Figure 3 Demand restri ction curves and the corresponding demand reduction curves for
the London reservoir system
•
Table 1 Demand restriction levels and reliability standards
Restriction
Level
1 Hosepipe ban
Initial publicity campaign
2
3
RISK ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE
Action
6
Voluntary restrictions on
inessential  use
Reduction of pressure in the
distribution system
Implementation of Drought Act
1976 restrictions banning
inessential use
Some fu rther pressure reductions
4 Major cuts in supply on a ro ta
basis, or use of standpipes
Maximum permissible risk of
occurrence in any one year
17
5
2
1
between cost-saving and water conservation measures, either formally or informally.
A summary of the risk assessment procedure developed for tactical management of the
Thames basin surface water resources  is  shown in Figure 4. The essential ingredient of the
scheme is the use of historical daily rainfall sequences to represent equi-probable scenarios of
future rainfall: these are transformed to daily fl ows using a rainfall-runoff model and in turn
to reservoir levels through a water resource system simulation model. A statistical analysis of
reservoir levels and associated demand restrictions imposed then provides the risk atcetsment
in formation required. If this shows a high risk of imposing demand restrict ions then the
water resource manager can respond by depar ting from the long-term operating strategy in
some way, for example in reducing demands by seeking alternative sources or in seeking legal
sanction to relax statutory controls on abstraction. The way in which the level of service
provided is af ected by dif erent decision options can be evalua ted by incorporating them in
the water resource system model and repeating the risk assessment. Thus, the procedure
provides support for a par ticular decision when a number of management options are
available.
••
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Figure 4 The risk assessment procedure
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8USE OF  HISTORICAL RAINFALL SEQUENCES
Risk assessments based on the direct use of historical fl ow sequences in the simulation
model of the water resource system would be unsatisfactory for two reasons: fi rst the shorter
records available for fl ow as opposed to rainfall, and second the substant ial change in
hydrological response due to the impact of man in the highly urbanised Th ames basin. Of
course, the use of flows in cri tical drought years forms a valuable complement to a
probability-based risk asqr ssment, and is incorporated as an option within the decision support
system. The option to use stochastic models of catchment rainfal l was not adopted since
there exist long historical records of rainfall available for the Thames basin; further, it would
be difi cult to meet the potential requirement for daily areal average rainfall models for three
sub-basins of the Thames rather than for a simpler single point model. Historical records of
rainfall f rOm 1890 to the present are used in the procedure to give up to 98 equi-probable
sequences of future rainfal l for the forecast period starting from the current day: for example
a 3 month forecast made on 1 April 1987 would use the 97 rainfal l sequences available
for the months April, May and  June.
INCORPORATI ON  OF  MONTHLY RAINFALL  FORECASTS
The basic principle underlying the risk a‘ cr tsment procedure is that each rainfall
scenario extracted from the historical record may be used to represent an equi-probable
sequence of future rainfall. H ow and reservoir level sequences derived from such sequences
through transformations in the form of rainfal l-runof and water resource system models may
in turn be regarded as equi-probable. However, if additional information is available which
indicates that a rainfal l sequence for a particular past year is more likely to resemble rainfall
over the forecast period, then such information could be incorporated by giving the sequence
greater weight when estimating risk probabilities. Such information is available in the form of
monthly rainfal l forecasts provided by the UK Meteorological Offi ce. These forecasts are
expressed in terms of probabili ties that rainfall will be "Below Average", "Average" or "Above
Average" for the forthcoming month. Each category represents one-third of al l possible
rainfall sequences. The basis of these categorical probability rainfal l forecasts is described in
detail by Maryon and Storey (1985) and Folland and Woodcock (1986); essentially, the
forecast procedure involves the application of multivariate analysis techniques to mean surface
pressure anomalies and sea surface temperatures over the Europe and North Atlantic area.
A simple  use  of these probabil ities in the risk assessment procedure is as follows:-
(1) use the historical record to determine the rainfall amount defi ning the two
••
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•
category boundaries for the month concerned;
• (2) identify for each year of the historical record the category to which the
•
monthly rainfall belongs;
(3) to each of the n years assign a weight, w , calculated as the forecast probability
of rainfal l falling in the category divided by the sum of these probabilit ies for
• every year of record;
•
(4) rank the n reservoir levels on a par ticular day of the forecast period derived
from each rainfal l sequence, keeping the weights attached;
• (5) sequentially sum the weights to obtain the probabil ity of exceedence of the r th
•
ranked storage. Sr , as pr E w , so that {pk), i =1,2,..., n defines an empirical
• i=1
distribution function of storage for the day concerned;
•
(6) calculate the storage levels having specifi ed risks of not being reached on that
• day by interpolation of the empirical distribution function.
•
'40 Steps (4), (5) and (6) are repeated for each day of the forecast period to produce the fi nal
risk assessment information i hown in Figure 5.
•
• I n practice a refi nement of this procedure is used to overcome the possibility of
•
applying very dif erent weights to historical rainfall sequences which, although they have similar
monthly totals for the month of the rainfall forecast, fal l either side of a category boundary.
•
A piecewise linear smoothing function has been developed and Figure 6 illustrates its
• application to a range of categorical probability forecasts. Details of the mathematical
•
defi nition of the function are presented by Moore et al. -(1986a), but its main feature is that
it preserves the forecast probability of rainfal l falling within each of the three categories. A
•
plott ing position formula applied to the ranked historical rainfal ls for the month concerned is
• used to enter the function and return weights to be attached to each year.
•
RISK ESTIM ATES
•
• Figures 5 (a) and (b) illustrate risk estimates made for the London total reservoir
•
storage during the drought of 1976 according to the procedure described above, fi rst assuming
•
scenarios are equi-probable and second using a rainfall forecast that there is a probability of
January 1976 rainfall being 60% below average, 30% average, and 10% above average. This
• example is intended for the purpose of illustration only, and more usually the rainfal l forecast
• would be less 'strong' and the forecast origin would be during the summer drawdown period
•
and not on 1 January. The 50% risk level corresponds to the median forecast or expected
state of reservoir storage levels and the two extreme lines are envelope curves drawn through
•
•
•
(a) Equi-probable scenarios
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Figure 5 Risk assessment of the London reservoir system for the drought of 1976
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Figure 6 Piecewise linear smoothing function applied to a range of categorical
probability rainfall forecasts
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Figure 7 Risk of demand res trictions at different levels of severity lasting for more than
•
a given number of days during the drought of 1976
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the minimum and maximum storage levels obtained from the scenarios for each day of the
forecast period.
Risk estimates are also made for the demand restrictions introduced as the total
reservoir storage is depleted. These are presented graphically in terms of the risk of demand
restrictions at dif erent levels of severity lasting for more than a given number of days
(Figure 7), and as a table displaying the risk of restrictions being at least as severe as
indicated by each restricti on level over the forecast period. a early the duration over which
standpipes are to be used at a Oven level of risk is important as well as the risk that
standpipes will be required at al l. I t would seem sensib le to regard these risk estimates of
demand restr ictions as the most important source of information in tactical decision-making.
Var ious average and extreme statistics are also calculated relating to pumping, supply defi cits
and storage levels.
CONFID ENCE LIMITS FOR RISK ESTIMATES
The specifi c level for which there is a given percentage risk of the reservoir storage
falling below that level on a given day is essential ly a quantile estimate associated with the
probabil ity distribution of reservoir storage for that day. The precision of this risk estimate is
clearly of interest to the decision-maker. Since the quantile estimates have been determined
through a plotting posit ion formula, and not through fi tting a parametric distribution to the
storage values, what is required is a distribution-free confi dence interval for quantiles. Such a
non-parametric estimate is provided by the relation (David, 1981, p15)
11- • n-iPr( S(2) 4 sp 4 S(u) E k'Ii ,N • (1-0 1- tx -
i= I
Here, S( I ) and S(u) are the i 'th and u'th ranked storage values out of n
values obtained from the reservoir simulation model. They are the used to defi ne the end
points of a confi dence interval such that the probability that this interval contains the
population quantile, sp, is at least 100(I -u )%. For pc0.5, corresponding to the population
median sp- s0.5, this simplifi es to give the confidence interval (S(1) , S( n- 1 4.1) , where  I  is
defi ned as the smallest value for which
n-I  n
0.5n ( i ) .
••
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• RAINFALL-RUNOFF MODELL ING
•
•
In the Thames basin the ef ect of a dry summer on reservoir reliability is strongly
infl uenced by aquifer recharge over the previous winte r, and this is refl ected in the
•
component of fl ow attributed to groundwater. Th is phenomenon makes it crucial that a
• rainfall-runoff model accurately represents both the longer term component deriving from
•
groundwater and the shorter term components deriving from recent rainfall. To this end a
conceptual catchment model (Greenfi eld, 1984), developed specifically to represent the complex
• hydrologi cal response of sub-basins of the Thames, was employed. Th e model structure
• comprises a Penman type soil moisture accounting procedure, with exce ss water subsequently
•
passing downwards through linear and quadratic storages representing unsaturated and
satur ated storages respectively. Th is model structure is replica ted for dif erent hydrological
• response zones identifi ed within a basin, dif erent parameter values being used to obtain
• responses characteristic of aquifer, clay, riparian area, paved area, and sewage efl uent zones.
•
Th e sum of the resp onses from each zone gives the total basin hydrograph. Models were
calibrated for the three sub-basins with outlets at the locations where statutory contro ls on
• abst raction amounts and residual flows are imposed. These models could then be used within
• the risk assessment procedure to transform rainfall scenarios into fl ow scenarios ready for use
•
in the water resource system models.
• INCORPO RATION OF CURRENT HYDROLOGICAL CONDITI ONS
•
•
On the day when a risk assessment of fu ture reservoir conditions is to be made
information will be available on the current hydrological condition of the basin. Information
•
on daily natural fl ows will probably indicate that the rainfall-run of model simulation is in
• error by  a greater  or  lesser  amount This  information may  be used to adjust  the in ternal
•
state variables of the model, in the form of water storage con tents, through an empirical
state adjustment scheme. Th e scheme devised for use in the zonal conceptual model simply
•
apportions the discrepancy between observed and simulated fl ow to each zone's fl ow in
• proport ion to each zone's contrib ution to the total model fl ow. Specifi cally  the empirical
•
adjustment made to fl ow from the i'th zone, 0 (i), takes the form
•
•
Q (i) • Q(i) * Q_QL) (Qo Q)
•
where Q is the to tal model fl ow and Q° is the observed flow. (A fur ther refi nement is
• included to prevent fl ow from effl uent or abstr action zones being adjusted.) This simple
•
empir ica l state adjustment scheme has the property that the adjusted total model fl ow equals
•
the observed natural fl ow on the day chosen for adjustment. Adjustments made on the
•
•
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recess ion limb serve to correct the model to give a potentially more accurate representation
of drainage from groundwater, so critical to reservoir reliability. More formal state
adjustment schemes based on the Kalman fi lter were avoided since these are only optimal for
linear models and the approximate solutions that have been developed for nonlinear
conceptu al models of er no guarantee of being bet ter than the simple empirical scheme
presented here. An example of a state adjustment made on 1 May 1976 is indicated by an
abrupt correction to the simulated fl ows on this date in Figure & An option to manually
adjust a range of state variables within the model on a specifi ed day provides considerable
fl exibility in the choice of adjustment, and could, for example, allow neutron probe
measurements of soil moisture to be used as the basis for adjusting the soil moisture defi cits
developed in the Penman type stores.
DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR DROUGHT MANAGEMEN T
Th e overall risk assessment procedure described above and summarised in Figure 4 is
implemented on a PDP 11/73 microcomputer as an interactive menu-and-form driven decision
support system (Moore et al., 1986b). Heavy reliance is placed on colour graphical
displays to present the results to the user in an easily assimilated form. Th e control menu
presenting the main analyses available to the user is illustrated in Figure 9. A powerfu l data
handling system allows changes to be made to the operating policy through a series of menus
and forms; the modifi ed operating policies thus created may be given identifi ca tion names and
stored for subsequent use in the water resources system model. A key feature of the system,
which allows daily rainfall-runof simulations and state adjustments to be made right up to
0900 hr on the current day, is an automatically updated archive of hydrometr ic data. This
archive is maintained through a real-time communication link with a second computer
dedicated to real-time data acquisition via telemetry.
Real-time risk assessments of water supply for forecast periods starting on the current
day and extending up to one year ahead can be made with great ease. If the assessment
indicates a potential supply shortfall, it is an easy matter to modify the long-term operating
strategy , for example by relrxing statu tory constraints or assuming that some of the demand is
catered for by another source, and to observ e the resulti ng change in system reliability. Thus
the system serves as a valuable support tool for tactical decision- making during drought
management. Th e decision support system is now used operationally by Th ames Water 's
Regulation and Monitoring Division.
•I
n i t: n A t21AC;
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Figure 8 Em pirical state adjustm ent applied to the zonal components of flow from the
rainfall-runof model on 1 M ay 1976
Thames Drought Management System tc)e.9n.i.l i t 4f t 4 )44.zbtatew
Data handling:
I l l  =  Edit data ant ive
• Edit permitter sets
I I Rainfall-runoff models:=  Historical analysis
= Updating analysis
= Future analysis
Reservoir analysis:
Ill=  London reservoirs model  - single simulation= London reservoirs model - multiple simulation= Farm or reservoir model= Reservoir  risk analysis
111  =  Exit
then press . Select gto Exit. ControtAl will redram the screen.Select r ired option with the Elgin] or  I I and Wmcursor keys,
u =  Store telesetry data
Figure 9 The control nienu of the decision support system for drought nlanagernent
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• NATURAL ENVIRONMENT RESEARCH COUNCIL
T IT L E
•
•
THI S AGREEMENT IS MA DE BET WEEN THE NA T URA L ENV IRONMENT RESEA RCH COUNCI L (H EREINA FT ER REF ERRED TO AS " TH E
•
COUNCIL " ) ON T HE ONE PA RT A ND  
(H EREINA FT ER REFERRED TO AS " TH E CUSTOMER") ON T HE OTHER PA RT FO R TH E CA RRYI NG OUT BY TH E COUNCIL OF TH E
PROGRA MME O F WORK (H EREI NA FT ER REFERRED TO AS " THE WOR K" ) SET OUT IN SCH ED ULE I .
•
•
IT IS HEREBY A GREED TH AT T H E FOL LO WI NG T ERMS A ND CONDIT IO NS A ND TH E GENER A L CONDITIONS OV ERL EA F,
SHA L L APPLY TO T HE A BOV E A GREEMENT .
• 1 . Programme of Work
The Work as detailed in Schedule 1 will be undertaken in  by the  
•
(hereinafter referred to as " the
.  ) a component Insti tute of the Council .
• 2. Durat ion
The Work shall begin on  and shall be completed by  subject to extensions by
•
agreement between the Customer and the Council (see General Condit ion 18).
•
3. Fees and Expenses
•
•
4. Payment
•
Payment of the sum/sums set out in Condit ion 3 shall be made  
: Cheques made payable to the Natural Environment Research Council should be sent to :—
• Accounts Section  
• All payments apart from any due prior to commencement of the Work, wil l be made within 30 days of receipt of invoice. If
payments are not made by the due date then the Council may claim interest at a rate of 2 per cent per month thereon for the
5 . period from the due date to the date on which payment is eventually made.
41 S. Nominated Offi cers
The Nominated Off icers who will provide for liaison between the Customer and the Institute on all aspects of the Work shall be:—
141, For the Inst itute  
Address  
Telephone  Telex
For the Customer  
•
Address  
•
Telephone  Telex  
•
FOR A ND ON BEHA L F O F
•
Date 19  
•
FO R A ND ON BEH A L F OF T HE NA T URA L ENV I RONMENT RESEA RCH COUNCI L . POL A RIS HOUSE. NORTH STA R AV EN UE, SWIN DON
SN2 I EU
C 1/ 3 (Revised September 1984) Date  19  A
I . Obl igat ions o f t he Custo mer
Insofar as i t is w i th in it s control , the Custo mer shal l take al l steps
necessary to enab le the Counci l to perfo rm i ts ob l igat ions and exercise
i ts r ights under thc A greement wit hout Interrup tion or hindrance. T he
ob l igati ons o f the Custo mer shall include but not be restr icted to :—
(a) Preparat ion and provision o f facil it ies, if appli cable, answeri ng al l
enqui r ies by t hc Council and al l requests for access to and
pro vision of relevant repor ts, papers, data , maps, etc in such a
way as to facil itate t he services of t he Counci l hereunder .
(b ) Ensur ing that wi thout cost to the Counci l and it s Insti tute
Personnel that the Council and it s Insti tu te Personnel have the
necessary powers, r ight s, aut hor it ies, consents, approvals, visas.
wo rk permi ts and residence permi ts to enable the Counci l and Its
Inst i tu te Personnel to commence, carr y out and complete the
Work .
Ensur ing that Inst i tu te Perso nnel engaged on t he Work are at all
t imes permi t ted to enter , wor k in , or leave the countr y in whi ch
wo rk is to be carr ied ou t as required.
(d ) Ensuring that the equipment , materials, too ls and suppl ies
required fo r the Wor k in the count ry in which the wo rk is to
be carr ied out can be expedi t iously im port ed and ex por ted
wi thout payment of any du ties or taxes.
(e) Ensur ing that Insti t ute Personnel engaged on t he Wor k are at al l
t im es permi tt ed to ent er and leave the area in which t he Work is
to be perfo rmed in the coun try In which the wor k is to be
carr ied ou t wit hout interrup t ion or hi ndrance.
Ensur ing that t he Council and it s Instit ute Personnel engaged In
the Work In the country in whi ch the wo rk Is to be carr ied out
shal l be exemp t f ro m all Present and fu ture tax es, and chargcs of
a l ik e nat ure, levies and du t ies, provid ed that if such exempt ion
is not ob tained then such present and f uture taxes, charges,
levies and dut ies shall for m an addi t ion to t he costs as def ined In
Condi t ion 3 and shall be paid by the Custo mer accord ingly .
In t he event o f t he Customer fai l ing to meet any of it s responsi-
b il i ti es under thi s General Condit ion 1 the Counci l shall , wit hout
prejud ice to any o t her r ights or remedies to which it is ent i t led
under the Agreement , be ent it led to suspend the Wor k or any
part thereof fo r such period or periods and in such manner as the
Counci l may deem to be necessary . A ny add it ional cost ari sing
fro m such suspension shall be borne by t he Custo mer.
(c)
(f)
(g)
2. Changes in Law and Regulat ions in
af fect ing the Work
In the event o f any change in the law or regulat ions of the coun tr y
in whi ch the wo rk is to be carr ied out or in t he in terpretat ion of such
laws or regulat io ns or in the exercise of any admi ni strat ive discret ion
by any relevant gose rnmental author i ty occur ri ng af ter the commence-
ment o f th is Agreement and w here such changes signi f icant ly af f ect the
Work , t he part ies wi ll negot iate wit h t he view to reaching agreement
on variat io ns to t his Agreement which w il l compensate the Council
for the consequences o f any such changes. I f the part ies fail to reach
agreement the Counci l may termi nate the Agreement wit h im mediate
ef fect by not ice in wr i t ing.
3. Obl igat ions of the Counci l
(a) T he Council w il l provide su it ably qualif ied Personnel to carr y
out t he Work and w il l use all due sk il l and car e so as to carry out
t he Work in accordance wit h accepted pro fessional standards and
ensur ing the accuracy and qualit y of t he Wor k .
(b) Thi s Agreement shall not o t herwise contain any condit ion or
warranty express or impl ied as to the quali t y , accuracy or
sui tabi li ty fo r any use of the Wor k or t he resul ts thereof and no
such co ndi t ion or warranty is to be taken to have been given or
im pl ied f ro m any thing said or wr it ten in any negot iat ions or
d iscussions between the part ies or their servants or agents.
(c) T he Counci l shal l not be l iable for any loss or damage Includ ing
consequent ial loss or injury or death resu lt ing fro m or ari sing ou t
of any use o f t he Wor k or the resul ts thereof or anything done or
omit t ed to be do ne in rel iance on the Work or the resul ts thereof
by t he Customer or by any third party except insofar as the
same is at t r ibu table to the negligence or to a lack of due skil l and
care on the part of the Counci l .
4. Management of t he Work
(a) T he management o f t he Work shall be the responsib il it y of the
Co unc il who in part icu lar shall be responsible for :—
(i ) The det erminat ion of how the Work is to be carr ied out ,
incl ud ing where and by whom the Work is to be done and
whether the arrangements are to be by d irect employment ,
sub-co nt ract or ot her arrangements:
GENERAL CONDITIONS
(ii ) T he management of al l Insti tute Personnel and local employ -
ees, including the so le r ight to issue instruct ions to such
Personnel and local employees and sub-con tractors as may
be legit imate under the terms of the sub -cont ract .
(ii i) T he Counc il w ill d iscuss t he arrangement s in General
Co nd it ion 4(a) (i ) wi t h the Customer and give due considera-
t ion to pro posals or represent at ions f rom the Customer
co ncerning them .
5. Replacement of Personn el
The Co uncil shal l have d iscret ion as to the at tendance and
wit hdr awal of t he services of specif ic Insti tu te Personnel f rom
t ime to t ime whi ch d iscret ion shall be used in the best interests
of the com plet ion o f the Work .
(b ) If the C ustomer requests replacement due to inadequate perf orm-
ance by Inst it ute Personnel w hich is pro ved by the Customcr to
be low er than t he accepted pro fessio nal standards or some
other r eason att r ib utable to t he proven negligence or misconduct
of the Insti tu te Personnel t hen the Customer may on givi ng
reasonable not ice to the Counci l request t he replacement of the
Personnel at cost o f t he Counci l .
if the Customer requests t he replacement o ther t han under
Genera l Condit io n 5(b) of the services of part icular Inst it ute
Person nel then the Customer shaH pay t he costs t hereof including
the cost o f return to the United Kingdo m,an add it ional 3 months
salary plus associated costs in respect o f the part icular Insti tute
Person nel concerned and t he cost of pro vid ing a replacement .
(a)
(c)
6 . Reports
T he Council shall pro vide t he Customer wit h progress repor ts In such
form at suc h intervals and as agreed betw een the part ies. Scient if ic/
Technical Report s of t he var ious aspects or stages of t he Work shall be
co mpleted as soon as pract icable and complete f inal repor t or report s
at the terminat ion of t he Wor k.
7 Terminat ion
Either part y may (wit hout prejudice to any ot her remedy
availab le to it in respect o f the breach) terminate this Agreement
fort hw it h by not ice to the o ther If t he latt er fails to observe or
perform any of it s obli gat ions under this Agreement and has
been no t if ied in wr it ing by the part y aggrieved of t he nature o f
the fail ure and om it s to remedy such fai lu re wit hi n such rea sonable
period as shall be specif ied In such not ice.
(b ) Should the Agreemen t be t erminated under General Condit ion 12
or for any reason by the Custo mer or by reason of defaul t by the
Customer then t he Counci l shall be paid by the Customer
(Insof ar as such amounts or it ems shall not already have been
covered by paym ents on accoun t made to t he Counci l) for all
Wor k executed pr io r to the date of terminat ion plus any costs ,
expenses and all ow ances then ou tstanding and any o ther costs
or expenses incurr ed by t he Council as a consequence of such
terminat ion including but not restr icted to :—
(i) T he cost o f any mat er ials or goods reasonably ordered by
t he Counci l wh ich shall have been del ivered to t he Counci l
o r in respect o f which the Counci l is legal ly liable to accept
del ivery pro vid ed t hat such materials and goods are required
by t he Council to carry out the Work .
(ii ) A sum being t he amou nt of expend it ure reasonably incurred
by the Council in t he expectat ion of complet ing the w hole
of the Wor k insofar as such expend iture shall not have been
covered by the payment s to be made pursuant to General
Co ndi tion 7(b) .
(a)
8 Indemnity Provided by t he Customer
(a) The Customer shall indemnif y the Council against all act ions and
liabi li t ies of what ever nat ure or descrip t ion ( incl uding expenses a k
incurred in connect ion therewit h) in any way arising ou t of :— 11.
(i) any act or omission of the Counci l in the performance or
pu rported performance o f t his Agreement except insofar as
such act or omission ari ses ou t of negligence on the part of
t he Council or f rom any fai lure by the Council to use due
skil l and car e.
(ii ) any use of , or anythi ng do ne or omit ted to be done in
rel iance upo n the Work or the resul ts thereof by any third
party except insofar as such act ion claim or liabi li ty ari ses
out of negligence on the part of the Council or from any
fai lu re by t he Council to use due ski ll and care.
(b ) The Customer shal l not make any claim or br ing any action or
Proceeding against the Counci l In respect of any expenses
incurr ed by or any loss of or damage to any property or injury
or deat h to any person or consequent ial losses sustai ned by the
• 9
•
(c)
Cust o mer as a resul t o f any act or o mission of t he Counci l w hilst
engaged in t he performance or purpo rted per formance of t h is
A gr eemen t excep t insofar as t he same is at t ributab le to t he
negl igence or to a lack o f due ski l l and care o n the par t o f
Co un ci l .
T he l iab i l i t y o f t he Co unci l how soever ar ising in respec t of o r
at t rib ut abl e to any breach , no n ob servance or no n perf or mance
o f t he A greem ent or any erro r or om ission shall be l im ited to t he
to tal f ees due to t he Co unci l .
Ex p lo it at ion of Coun ci l Exper t ise
Noth ing in t hi s Agr eement shall prevent t he Co unc il f rom carry ing
•
o ut any Wor k , or pro vid ing adv ice o r i nf or mat ion o n any sub ject
inc lud ing the t y pe of Wor k descr ibed in t he Schedule , t o any other
person or or ganisat io n nor prevent t he Co unc il f ro m explo it ing i ts
•
ex per t ise as it sees f i t pr ovided t he execu t ion o f t his Agreement Is
no t af f ect ed by t he c ar r y in g out of such Wor k .
• 10 . Law (Engl ish)
T he A greement shal l be consid ered as an A gr eement made In England
•
and sub ject t o Eng lish Law .
• 11 . A rbi t rat io n (Eng lish Law )
A ll d ispu tes, d if f erences or quest io ns betw een the par t ies to t he
A greement wit h respect to any mat ter or t h ing arisi ng out o f or
•
relat ing t o t he Agreement , o t her t han a mat ter or t hi ng as to w hi ch
the deci sio n o f t he Counci l is und er t he A greement to be f inal and
•
co ncl usive and excep t t o t he ex tent to which special pr ovi sion f or
ar b it rat ion is made elsewher e in t he Agreement , shal l be referred
to t he arb it rat ion o f two perso ns, (o ne to be appo in ted by t he Co unci l
•
and one by t he Customer or t hei r Umpire) , in accor da nce wit h the
pro visio ns o f t he A rbi t rat io n A ct , 1950 and t he A rb it rat ion A ct
1979 or any Sta t u t o r y m o d i f !Ca t io n or re-enac tment t her eof . Bef or e
•
resort ing t o ar b it rat io n bo t h par t ies shall use the ir best endeavo urs to
Se t t le a n y d isput es, d if ferences or q uest io ns ref erred to above.
• 12 . For ce Majeur e
(a) Neit her par t y in t his A g r ee m e n t shal l be l iab le f o r damage nor
have the r ight to ter minat e t h is A greement ex cep t as stated
herei naf ter by reason of any delay or defau lt by ei t her part y In
perf orming its obl igat io ns her eunder if such delay or defaul t is
caused by Fo rce Maj eur e whi ch w it ho ut pr ejudi ce to t he genera li t y
o f t he fo regoing shall incl ude ac ts of gover nm ent , civ i l co mmo t io n
and r iot , ho st i l i t ies, war , whet her declared or no t , f ir e, sto rm ,
IL\
t em pest , st r ikes , lo cko uts, i ndust r ial d i spu tes, delays by o ther
co ntr act ors, or any ot her cause bey ond the co nt ro l o f t he
•
Part ies w hich co uld no t have been foresecn at t he da te o f signat ure
o f t h is A greemen t .
•
(b ) I n t he even t o f any o f t he ci rcum stances speci f ied in General
Co nd i t io n I 2 (a) resul t ing in any ex tra cost s and /or any add it io n
to t he Wo rk t he Customer shal l pay t he Co unci l f or such ex tra
costs and /or such add it ional d ut ies. As soo n as possib le af t er t he
occurrence of t he ci rcu mstances specif ied in General Co nd it io n
12( a) , t he par t y cl aiming Force Majeur e shal l give no t ice and f ul l
• par t icul ars in wr it ing to t he o t her par t y o f such Fo rce Majeur e if
t he f irst par t y is t hereby rendered unab le w hol ly or i n par t t o
•
per fo rm i ts d ut ies und er t h is Agr eemen t .
I n t he even t t hat ei t her part y is preven ted , hi ndered or delay ed
in t he car ry ing o ut o f t h e Work or any of i t s co nt ract ual ob liga-
• l io ns by reason of any o f t he causes ref erred to in Genera l
Co nd it io n I 2(a) above then t he par t ies shal l Imm ed iat ely co nsul t
•
toget her to decid e what cour se of act io n should be adopted . If
t he par t ies her eto have no t been ab le to reach an agreement
up on t he co ur se of act io n or upon any necessary m od if icat io ns
• to the ter ms o f
the A greemen t t hen ei t her par t y shal l t hereupo n
be en tit led t o t erm inat e t he Wo rk w her eup on the provi sions o f
General Co nd it io n 7(b ) shall appl y .
Copy r ight , Conf iden t ial it y and Publ icat ion
(a) Copy righ t
( i) T he copy right o f t he maps, repo rt s and al l da ta ar ising out
o f t he Work und er t hi s A greemen t shal l be vested in t he
Customer ,
T he v a p y r i g h t in m aps, repor t s and al l data supplied by t he
Co unci l fo r t he pu rposes o f t he A greement o ther t han those
for w hich co py righ t is vested in t he Custom er under (i)
above is and w il l remain vested in t he Co un ci l .
(i i i ) The copy r igh t in al l maps, repo rt s and data f ur n ished bY
the Custo mer f or t he pur poses of t he A greement is and
w il l remai n vested in (and remain t he pro per t y of ) t hc
Customer.
(b ) Conf ident iali ty
(i) T he Co unc il shall exerc ise pro per com m erc ial pr udence in
pr eservi ng t he conf id ent ial i t y o f inf o rmat io n arising out
of t he Wor k under t hi s A greement .
0 0 A ny in fo rmat ion exchanged betw een the part ies und er
(a) (0) and (a)( i ii ) abo ve w il l be safeguard ed and , un less
agreed o ther w ise, treat ed as, co nf ident ial by t he reci p ien t
and no t d iscl osed to t h ird par t ies except in connec tio n
w i th t he perf o rmance of t h is A greem ent . T hi s ob ligat io n
shal l co nt i nue in f orce no tw ithstand ing the exp iry o f t he
ter m of t h is A greemen t un less t he par t ies agr ee ot her w ise
or such in form atio n becomes pub lic k now ledge other w ise
t han in breach of t h is Co nd it io n.
(c ) Publi cat ion
Sub ject to t he approval o f t he C u st o m er , w hich shall no t be
unreasonab ly w it hh eld , t he Co un ci l shal l be al lo wed to pu blish
scien t if ic papers based on the Work , and no fee shal l be payabl e
thereon by t hc Counci l .
14. Counc il/ Customer Eq uipment
Equ ipment suppl ied by t he Custo mer f or t he Wo rk shall rem ain
at al l t imes the pro pert y of t he C usto mer and shal l be ret urned
by the Co unci l i n accordance w it h pr ocedur es to be determ ined
by the Custo mer and agreed w ith t he Co unc il .
(b ) Equi pm ent Pur ch ased by t he Customer or by t he Council f u r t he
Custom er for t he pur poses of t he Wo rk shal l be t he pro per t y o f
t he Cust omer .
(c) Equi pm ent and too ls pur chased w ith Co unc i l f und s and used for
the Wo rk shal l rem ai n t he pr o pert y of t he Co unci l .
(a)
15. Ind ependent Co nt ract or
Noth ing co nt ained herei n shall be construed as establ ish ing or cr eat ing
bet ween the Custom er and the Co unci l t he relat io nship o f master and
servan t or princi pal and agent , i t bei ng understoo d tha t t he po si t io n
of t he Co unc il in perf orming the Wor k is t hat o f an independen t
co nt racto r .
16 A ssignment
T his Agr eement is perso nal to t he par t ies and nei t her par t y may
w it hout co nsen t o f t he o ther par t y assign t hei r r ight s or obl igat io ns.
17. A mendment t o A greement
T hi s Agreem ent co nt ai ns t he en t ire underst and ing of bo th par t ies and
may o nly be var ied in w r it ing signed by t hei r au thor ised represen tat ives.
18. V ariat io ns t o t he Wor k
The Customer m ay , at any t ime , request t he Co unc il t o make
var iat io ns to t he Wo rk under t hi s Agr eemen t pro vided tha t t he
Co unci l shall not be obl iged to ef fect such var iat ions u n t i l
agreement In w r it i ng has been reached betw een the pat t ies.
(b ) Before any such var iat io n can be agreed an est im at e of t he cost
o f such var iat io n shall be no t if ied t o t he Custo mer in wr it ing .
I n t he event o f t he par t ies hereto agreeing any var iat ion t o t he
Wor k i n t he manner agreed abo ve t hen the pr ice of t he Agr eemen t
shal l be amended accord ing ly .
(a)
(C)
19. N ot ices
(a) A ny no t ice or request by ei t her part y t o t he A greement shall be
given by send ing t he same by pr epaid post , cable , t elegram or
telex t o t he add ress of t he o t her part y to t he A greement .
(b) Unl ess o t herw ise agreed in wr it ing al l com m unicat io ns and
docum en ts exch anged bet w een t h e par t ies in t he perfo rmance
of any obl igat io ns under t hi s Agreement shal l be in t he Engl ish
language.
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